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Abstract
This document contains the papers presented at MLSA15, which
is the second workshop on Machine Learning and Data Mining for
Sports Analytics, organized at ECML/PKDD 2015, held in Porto.
The application of analytical techniques is rapidly gaining trac-
tion in both professional and amateur sports circles. The majority
of techniques used in the field so far are statistical. While there
has been some interest in the Machine Learning and Data Mining
community, it has been somewhat muted so far. The goal of this
workshop has therefore been two-fold. The first is to raise aware-
ness about this emerging application area. The second is to bring
members of the sport analytics community into contact with typical
ECML/PKDD contributors, and to highlight what the community
has done and can do in the field.
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Preface
This document contains the papers presented at MLSA15, which
is the second workshop on Machine Learning and Data Mining for
Sports Analytics, organized at ECML/PKDD 2015, held in Porto.
There were 15 submissions, covering a wide variety of topics.
Each submission was reviewed carefully by at least three program
committee members. Based on the reviews, 12 papers were accepted.
As the authors of one accepted paper withdrew their submission, 11
papers were presented at the workshop.
The authors of two submissions have expressed the intention to
submit their work elsewhere and their papers are therefore only
included as abstracts in the proceedings. The full set of papers,
and the slides of the workshop presentations, can be downloaded at
http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/events/MLSA15/.
We are grateful to all the authors of the submitted papers, the
program committee members, and the reviewers for their time and
efforts. We would also like to thank the workshop chairs, Stan
Matwin, Bernhard Pfahringer and Luis Torgo, and the organizers of
the ECML/PKDD 2015, Joa˜o Gama, Alipio Jorge, Annalisa Appice,
Pedro Pereira Rodrigues, Vitor Santos Costa and Carlos Soares.
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Abstract. In this study we investigate the recently introduced compe-
tition format for the top association football division in Poland (similar
to one used in, e.g., Belgium and Kazakhstan). We compare it to the
double round-robin tournament which is the most prevalent league for-
mat among European leagues. In a simulation study we show that the
new league format has better ability to determine the strongest competi-
tor as the winner of a league as well as it yields higher correlation with
theoretical latent teams’ strength parameters in the model.
Key words: Ekstraklasa, league format, predictive efficacy, round-robin
tournament, simulation, football team ratings, tournament design.
1 Introduction
The issue of tournament design has several various dimensions. On one hand,
one would like to design a competition so as to maximise the probability that the
best team overall wins. On the other hand, the uncertainty of the outcome con-
tributes to the excitement accompanying sport contests. Nothing is determined
in advance and this very fact makes the competition interesting. Additionally,
we are often facing time and space limitations that impose a set of constraints
on both the schedule of the contest and the number of games that can be played.
Moreover, there are economic factors that are of interest for a tournament or-
ganiser.
The design of sport contests have been of interest of authors in various
research areas. For example, Appleton [1] compares different competition for-
mats according to their ability to indicate as a winner the best team involved
in the competition. In a related study, Scarf et al. [9] examine different (also
non-standard) tournament formats of the Champions League (for association
football) and compare them according to several aspects. The authors propose
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several so-called tournament metrics which aim to measure predictive efficacy
of a contest. Ryvkin [8] investigates three popular competition formats – a con-
test, a binary elimination tournament and a round-robin tournament. Due to
high complexity of the problem under study, the authors in their methodol-
ogy employ simulations to determine different tournament metrics according to
which they are later compared. All of these papers conclude that the round-
robin format is the most effective to produce as the winner the best entrant
of the competition. However, it requires relatively large number of games to be
played. Proportion of the strongest competitor’s victories in a series of simula-
tions is one of the most basic and important tournament metrics considered in
related studies. Apart from that, in economic literature, Szymanski [10] provides
an overview of factors involved in designing a contest, both from the organiser’s
and participants’ perspective. The author provides insights into incentives of the
both involved sides in game-theoretic modelling of competition and tournament
design. Also financial factors are discussed. This additionally stresses the fact
that the discussed tournament design problem has many aspects.
In this paper we focus on the predictive efficacy of the league format that was
introduced in Polish Ekstraklasa – the top division of the football competition
in Poland – as of the 2013/2014 season. We compare it with a standard round-
robin league system that operated previously. The two tournament formats are
compared with respect to their ability to produce the strongest contestant as the
winner in a simulation study. Additionally, we investigate the level of agreement
between the ranking of teams produced at the end of the competition and the
one based on the teams’ latent strength parameters in a simulation study.
This contribution is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present in detail
the new tournament form. In Section 3, we describe a simulation experiment
comparing the predictive efficacy of the two systems and in Section 4 we present
the obtained results. Finally, the last section concludes the work.
2 League structure in Poland: Past and present
Over the years Polish Ekstraklasa operated on most occasions as a double round-
robin tournament. In such a tournament, each team plays against all the other
ones twice, home and away. It requires 2 · (n2) matches to be played, where n
denotes the number of teams in a league. Since season 2005/06, 16 teams compete
in the top division. However, as of season 2013/14 the competition format has
changed. We shall now recall the rules of awarding points adopted with the
introduction of the new system.
First of all, the season is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the
teams compete in a standard double round-robin tournament (30 rounds). Next,
the league table is divided into two groups: the championship (“top eight”) and
the relegation (“bottom eight”) groups. At this stage, the number of points
accumulated by the teams is divided by two (with possible rounding halves up)
and the competition is extended to a single round-robin tournament within each
group (with additional 7 rounds), which we call the final round. In this round,
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the points are awarded in a standard manner: 3 points for a win, 1 points for a
draw and 0 points for a loss. The final ranking of teams is obtained by summing
the points from the two rounds (within the championship and relegation group
separately). This competition format requires 2·(n2)+2·(n/22 ) games to be played
(with n even). Since the number of rounds in the final round is odd, some teams
are playing one more game at home ground. These are the first four teams in
each group after the first phase of a season. Moreover, in the final round, the
top team in each group plays the second one at home.
As far as the top division leagues in the countries belonging to UEFA –
the governing body for association football competition in Europe – are con-
cerned, currently, the round-robin contest is most prevalent tournament format
for domestic football competitions. In season 2014/15 the top division leagues
in several countries operated in a general two-phase format resembling the one
employed in Poland (with some special minor rules’ modifications not discussed
here), e.g., in Andorra, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Israel, Kazakhstan,
Macedonia, Scotland and in Wales. In case of the leagues in Belgium and Kaza-
khstan, the points gained by the teams after the first phase are divided by two.
Competition formats in these two countries are closely related to the league for-
mat which is currently in force in Poland. In fact, the Kazakh league is based
on exactly the same rules but fewer teams are involved in the competition: 12
as compared to 16 in Poland.
3 Simulation experiment setup
Let us discuss the set up of an simulation experiment carried out for comparison
of the new league system to the standard round-robin contest. We discuss the
choice of model parameters. In the described computations we used data for
four Polish league seasons (from 2011/12 to 2014/15) available at http://www.
90minut.pl/. The data on European leagues’ summary statistics were obtained
from http://www.football-data.co.uk/.
Game outcome model. In the experiment, we employ an ordered logistic re-
gression as the match results model [4]. The model depends on a single parameter
per team – a rating – reflecting its latent strength. Teams’ strength parameters
are not directly observable – only the result of mutual games between the teams
in a league are observed. Let ri, rj be ratings of two teams i and j and with team
i playing at home ground. Let us denote with dij = h + ri − rj the difference
in the team ratings corrected for the home team advantage parameter h [13].
According to the model, if Rij ∈ {Hij , Dij , Aij} is the set of possible outcomes,
with Hij and Aij denoting a home and away team win, respectively, and Dij
corresponding to a draw, we have:
Rij =

Hij if dij +  ≥ c,
Dij if dij +  ∈ (−c, c],
Aij if dij +  < −c,
(1)
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where c > 0 is an intercept and  is an i.i.d. (for all the games) random com-
ponent. Under the assumption that the random component follows the logistic
distribution with mean equal to 0 and scale parameter equal to 1, we have:
P(Hij) = 1− 1
1 + e−c+dij
,
P(Dij) =
1
1 + e−c+dij
− 1
1 + ec+dij
,
P(Aij) =
1
1 + ec+dij
.
with P(·) denoting the probability of a particular outcome.
The ordinal logistic regression is a simple model for match outcome. Each
team is characterised by a single parameter indicating its overall strength. An
alternative model could be the Poisson regression [2, 5]. However, in this model
the teams are characterised by two parameters indicating their attacking and
defence abilities. As a result, under such a model, a proper definition of “a better
team” should be proposed. Under the ordinal logistic regression this definition
is straightforward: better team is the one with higher rating.
Team ratings’ distribution. In our simulations we assume that the team rat-
ings are samples from a certain probability distribution. In an analogous study,
Ryvkin [8] proposes using normal, exponential and Pareto distributions. We per-
form simulations under these distributions with different standard deviations σ
for the normal distribution family, rate parameters µ for exponential distribu-
tions and scale parameters s for Pareto distributions. Note that the differences
in ratings according to the model (1) are shift invariant, hence we only focus on
dispersion of the used distribution functions.
We also propose taking samples from the estimated team ratings from the
last four game seasons (2011/12–2014/15). To this end, we estimate team ratings
for these seasons. Next, we construct a kernel density estimator (KDE) based
on these ratings with the Gaussian kernel. Random variate generation according
to the obtained density estimate is done via sampling with replacement teams’
from the teams’ ratings and adding a Gaussian noise term with the standard
deviation equal to the kernel’s bandwidth σb. To estimate a team’s strength
parameters we use the ordered logistic regression model discussed above with
elastic net regularisation [11]. Let us denote r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn) the vector of
teams’ ratings for a given season. The likelihood function for the observed results
is also dependent on a home team advantage parameter and intercepts, which
we are not subject to regularisation. If L(r) is the likelihood function of the
observed results, to estimate team ratings we minimise:
logL(r) + λ ·
(
1
2
(1− α)‖r‖22 + α‖r‖1
)
,
where || · ||1 and || · ||2 are L1 and L2 norms, respectively, and α ∈ [0, 1] and λ
are parameters for the regularisation component. Figure 1 depicts the estimates
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of the mean likelihood of predictions (logarithmic loss) given by 1m
∑m
i=1 log pi,
where pi is the probability of the final outcome of i-th game in data attributed
by the model, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, where m is the total number of matches in the
test set. We use 60/40 train/test split for different choices of parameters (α, λ).
The split is performed according to time: the model is trained on the first 60%
matches in a given season and evaluated on the other 40% of games.
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Fig. 1. Average logarithmic loss for test set for different choices of parameters λ (along
x-axis) and α (coloured plots) for ratings in Ekstraklasa 2014/15 season.
The prediction error is minimised for parameter setup (λ, α) = (1.5, 1) for this
particular season. The value of parameter α = 1 means that the Lasso regulari-
sation yields the best performing model.
Model calibration. To set parameters for ratings distribution of the game
outcome model discussed above, we look at the overall proportion of (H,D,A)
results from European countries’ leagues in season 2014/15 (Belgium, England,
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Scotland,
Spain and Turkey). The proportion of the home team wins varies from 40% in
Italy up to 53% in Greece. The fraction of draws ranges from 19% in Scottish Pre-
mier League to 31% in Italian Serie A. The highest fraction of away teams’ wins is
observed again in Scotland (36%) and the lowest in Greece (22%). The dispersion
parameters of the assumed distribution functions are chosen so as to the simu-
lated proportion of the results is approximately equal to the observed frequencies
in the discussed football leagues. The intercept and the home team advantage
parameters are set to (c, h) = (0.6, 0.4). In this way, the probabilities of results
for equally rated teams rj = rj are equal (P(H),P(D),P(A)) = (0.45, 0.28, 0.27),
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Table 1. Results for different distributions.
Kernel density-estimated with different bandwidths.
σh 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
pi1 0.443 0.458 0.481 0.514 0.546 0.580 0.608 0.634 0.657 0.674
pi2 0.473 0.488 0.509 0.540 0.575 0.608 0.636 0.662 0.682 0.703
τ1 0.438 0.499 0.559 0.612 0.656 0.693 0.722 0.747 0.767 0.785
τ2 0.458 0.521 0.581 0.633 0.677 0.712 0.741 0.765 0.784 0.801
Normal distributions of ratings with different σ.
σ 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2
pi1 0.342 0.423 0.490 0.542 0.583 0.616 0.643 0.666 0.684 0.698
pi2 0.365 0.451 0.517 0.568 0.611 0.642 0.668 0.690 0.707 0.724
τ1 0.468 0.555 0.620 0.668 0.706 0.735 0.759 0.778 0.794 0.807
τ2 0.489 0.577 0.641 0.689 0.725 0.753 0.776 0.794 0.810 0.822
Exponential distributions with different choices of rate µ.
µ 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6
pi1 0.812 0.787 0.761 0.735 0.713 0.685 0.658 0.631 0.612 0.587
pi2 0.828 0.805 0.785 0.758 0.727 0.701 0.682 0.653 0.630 0.603
τ1 0.741 0.698 0.660 0.625 0.593 0.563 0.536 0.512 0.489 0.468
τ2 0.756 0.715 0.678 0.643 0.613 0.582 0.554 0.530 0.508 0.488
Pareto distributions with different choices of scale parameter s.
s 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7
pi1 0.632 0.709 0.760 0.800 0.828 0.852 0.868 0.885 0.899 0.910
pi2 0.657 0.724 0.776 0.812 0.844 0.863 0.883 0.900 0.908 0.923
τ1 0.422 0.478 0.527 0.568 0.602 0.633 0.658 0.681 0.701 0.720
τ2 0.440 0.495 0.544 0.585 0.619 0.648 0.674 0.696 0.717 0.733
which approximately corresponds to the empirical averages observed for 2014/15
Ekstraklasa season equal to (0.46, 0.27, 0.27).
Evaluation metrics. We employ two chosen metrics for comparison of the two
discussed competition formats. The main aim of our study is to investigate which
of the two league forms (the classic one or the new one) indicates the best team
as the winner. For that, we calculate the percentage of simulations in which the
best team won. Additionally, we compute Kendall’s τ rank correlation coefficient
for the two lists of teams: the first one based on pre-tournament ordering of
teams according to their strength and the second one based on the final league
ranking. We employ it as a measure of concordance between the two rankings.
Other metrics studied in the literature can be well used. In this particular study
we restrict our attention to the two given metrics and leave other ones for further
research.
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4 Results
Table 1 presents simulation results of estimation of the predictive efficacy of
the two league formats for different choice of prior for ratings distributions. The
outcomes are based on 100,000 simulations of possible scenarios. The proportion
of wins of the highest ranked contestant is denoted with pik with k = 1, 2 for the
previous and new league format, respectively. Kendall’s correlation coefficient’s
values are denoted by τk. For each entry we perform a test for equality of pro-
portions (in case of pi) and the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (for τ) to check if
the results are significant (at the level of 0.05). All of the differences in Table 1
are significant.
5 Discussion and summary
Based on the results of our simulation experiment, we conclude that the newly
introduced format has better predictive efficacy with respect to the both evalu-
ation criteria: the selection of the strongest competition as well as the Kendall’s
correlation coefficient for the two list of teams – based on their true ratings
and the final league ratings. The differences in the predictive efficacy of the
two systems are significant though by not a large margin. We also note that
the new system requires more games to be played in a given season. Under the
presented simple model, more games played provides better results in the new
league format. These results are in line with the principle that the more sam-
ples are obtained, the better are the estimates. On the other hand, the results
are contradictory to common fans’ believes experienced by the authors in the
informal conversations: most of them claim that it is harder to win the league
now than in the past. However, our simulation results show that the more the
teams play, the higher the fraction of wins of the best contestant. The same
applies to the Kendall’s τ measure. We also observe that this fraction as well as
Kendall’s τ is increasing with the variance of ratings distribution. This means
that the lower the competitive balance in the league, the higher proportion of
better teams’ wins is observed.
Limitations of the study. In this study, we analysed two league formats and
their ability to rank stronger teams higher. We should stress the fact that the
introduction of the new league format changed the rules of the competition. This
may influence an individual team’s behaviour and performance.4 For example,
4 Perhaps one of the most radical effects of rule changes on the competition is the
example of Barbados–Grenada match in 1994 Caribbean Cup qualifiers. Due to
introduction of a special rule that goals scored in extra-time counted double, the
Barbados team deliberately scored an own goal by the end of the match for the
extra-time to take place. This in turn allowed them to win by a margin of two goals
by scoring effectively one goal, which allowed them to progress to the next round
of the competition (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbados_4-2_Grenada_
(Caribbean_Cup_qualification), last access date July 23, 2015).
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in mid-1990’s, FIFA – the governing body for association football competition
over the world – introduced 3-points for a win format, replacing an old 2-points
for a win system. Several authors considered the influence of this change on the
game. The conclusion is that such a change does have an impact on the strategy
and tactics employed by the teams [6, 12], e.g., more attacking play under new
rules. In our setting, we can possibly observe some motivation changes in the
first part of the season. Roughly speaking, each game in the first round is worth
1.5 point for a win 0.5 point for a draw and 0 points for a loss. Due to this
fact, we could observe less engagement in during the first part of the season and
maximal motivation for its final part when the stakes are effectively doubled.
On the other hand, based on our simulation results an indirect conclusion might
be drawn that in order to win the league the team needs to play with maximal
engagement regardless of the part of the season to win the league.
Future work. The observations implied from our analysis and the discussed
limitations of the simulation model opens possibilities for further exploration
of the topic of optimal tournament design. We note that a football league is a
dynamic, evolving system. A team’s shape is subject to fluctuations throughout
the season. Also, unexpected events like players’ injuries or transfers may influ-
ence a team’s performance. Such a setting is suitable for more advanced analysis
of league systems by Bayesian methods [3, 7]. Furthermore, as we observed that
regularisation component leads to better predictive accuracy of ratings, again
Bayesian models with regularising prior may be of use. There is still much room
for improving the basic model to bring the simulation closer to reality. This
interesting topic is left for further research.
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Graph-based Approaches for Analyzing Team
Interaction on the Example of Soccer
Markus Brandt1 and Ulf Brefeld1,2
1 Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
2 DIPF, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Abstract. We present a graph-based approach to analyzing player in-
teraction in team sports. A simple pass-based representation is presented
that is subsequently used together with the PageRank algorithm to iden-
tify the importance of the players. Aggregating player scores to team
values allows for turning our approach into a predictor of the winning
team. We report on empirical results on five German Bundesliga seasons.
1 Introduction
Soccer is the most popular team sports in the world with 3.3–3.5 billion fans all
around the world.3 As all team sports, the success of a team depends on how
well the players cooperate with each other. Team interaction, however, is hardly
captured by descriptive statistics such as the number of completed passes.
Nevertheless, passes are predominant means to capture team interaction. Al-
though there are alternative key indicators, including running into space, asking
for the ball, etc., these are captured to some extend by focusing on passes as
the respective player may, for instance, receive the ball as a consequence of a
nice run. In this paper, we interpret soccer players as nodes of a graph and
passes between players as (directed) edges. We analyze the passes using sim-
ple metrics including the PageRank [4] algorithm on the spanned player graph
to measure team interaction. Our empirical results show that a combination of
simple features allows for accurately predicting the winning team.
PageRank has previously been used to analyze soccer data. Lazova et al. [3]
rank national soccer teams using PageRank for different interactions, such as
shots on goal or the number of won matches. They generate a ranking for soccer
teams which is comparable to the FIFA official all-time ranking board. Pen˜a and
Touchette [5] present an approach to measure team performance using graphs.
Similar to our approach, they use pass interactions to generate a pass network,
where players are represented by nodes and the passes are represented by edges.
Centrality metrics, including closeness, betweenness as well as PageRank, are
deployed to determine the performance of a players’ contribution to the game.
However, these metrics are used to analyze and discuss single matches. An eval-
uation or comparison like in Lazova et al. [3] is not presented.
3 http://sporteology.com/top-10-popular-sports-world/
A B A B A B
Fig. 1. Different representations of a pass: pass-based (left), receiver-based (center),
and interaction-based (right).
The remainder is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces graph-based
representations for soccer and metrics that are used in the remainder. Section 3
reports on our empirical results and Section 4 concludes.
2 Viewing Soccer as a Graph
2.1 Representation
We study three representations of passes that differ in the direction of edges.
Assume that the event on the pitch is a pass from player A to player B. The first
representation is perhaps the most intuitive one and implements the direction of
the pass. Thus, if player A passes the ball to player B, the event is represented
by a directed edge pointing from A to B. The second representation focuses on
the receiving player and the direction of the edge is inverted, so that it points
now from B to A. Finally, the third representation measures that there has
been an interaction between A and B which is expressed by two directed edges,
one pointing from A to B and the other from B to A. We refer to the three
representations as pass, receive, and interaction, respectively. Figure 1 shows a
visualization.
2.2 Player Metrics
We now introduce simple metrics to compute scores for players. To this end, we
compute pass chains, that is, we join all successive passes of a team in a single
graph. Figure 2 shows an exemplary pass chain that consists of five passes, that
is, A → B → C → D → B → E. For simplicity, we denote the number of passes
of the chain as the chain length; the example in Figure 2 possesses a chain length
of five. In the remainder, let C denote the set of all pass chains of a team and
C(p) ⊆ C the subset of chains that involve player p.
Chain Scores: The chain length for a player p is given by the average chain
score of all chains c ∈ C(p) he is involved in, that is,
cs(p) =
1
|C(p)|
∑
c∈C(p)
length(c). (1)
Note that the chain length of a player is oblivious of the actual number of times
he receives/completes a pass within a chain. Also note that the representation of
A B1
C
2
E5
D
3
4
Fig. 2. Example pass chain using the pass-based representation with a chain length of
five. Numbers attached to edges indicate the temporal order of the passes.
the passes is negligible since only the number of edges are counted, irrespectively
of their direction.
PageRank: The PageRank algorithm has originally been devised to analyze
the link structure of the Web. Scores for web pages are computed by simulating
a random surfer who navigates through the directed graph. Let p be a node
(player) and Fp be the set of nodes that p points to and Bp be the set of nodes
that point to p. A simplified variant of the PageRank [4] computes scores R(p)
for p according to
R(p) = c
∑
q∈Bp
R(q)
Nq
. (2)
The quantity R(p) of a node corresponds to the sum of the ranks R(q) of all
nodes pointing to p, weighted by the amount of total links of q (Nq = |Fp|). The
factor c is used for normalization. The computation of Equation (2) is repeated
until convergence.
Note that some implementations of the PageRank algorithm also include
dampening factors in accordance with the metaphor of the behavior of a random
surfer [1]. However, modeling random passes is certainly not in the scope of this
paper and the thus left out.
2.3 Team Metrics
The previous metrics compute scores for every player. To obtain a team score,
the individual player scores need to be aggregated accordingly. For simplicity, we
deploy the average of all players of a team as well as the sum of the individual
scores.
3 Empirical Results
Our empirical results are based on data from the German Bundesliga that has
kindly been provided by Opta.4 We use all matches from the seasons 2009/2010
to 2013/2014. Every match is given in form of a temporally annotated sequence
of events. We focus on completed passes in the following analysis.
4 http://optasports.com
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Fig. 3. Top: Lengths of pass chains. Bottom: Probability of an unsuccessful succeeding
pass. The dotted line shows the average of 29.17%.
3.1 Chain Lengths vs. PageRank
In total, there are 1530 matches containing 255,231 pass chains ranging from
a length from 2 to 65. Figure 3 (top) displays the distribution of all passes.
From this distribution, the probability of whether the next pass is success-
ful/unsuccessful can be computed, respectively. Figure 3 (bottom) shows the
results for the latter. While the probability of an unsuccessful succeeding pass
is 40.79% after the initiating pass, the average probability is 29.17%.
Figure 4 shows the top-ranked players according to chain lengths (left) and
PageRank (right). The latter scores are normalized values and computed using
the pass-based representation. The lists differ from each other. The chain length
favors players that take part in many chains. However, it is unclear if these
players play a major role in the game as they could just be passing the ball
to each other. PageRank, on the contrary, favors players that are important
for team interaction and playmaking. They perform many passes in the chains.
Analogous results for receive-based and interaction-based representations lead
to an clearer picture, with internationally well-known players as is shown in
Figure 5; the displayed rankings are very similar.
3.2 Predicting the Winning Team
We now turn our approach into a predictor of match outcomes. To this end, we
split the data into training (seasons 2009/10–2012/13) and test (season 2013/14)
sets. The outcomes are derived in terms of the following features: home team wins
(positive difference), draw (no difference), home team loses (negative difference).
Player Chain Score
S. Benyamina 11.00
P.-E. Ho¨jbjerg 10.17
J. Mart´ınez Aguinaga 8.78
M. Spiranovic 8.45
P. Jensen 8.08
C. Buchtmann 8.07
X. Shaqiri 8.06
D. Sereinig 8.00
M. Titsch-Rivero 8.00
D. Thomalla 8.00
Player PageRank
P. Lahm 100.00
B. Schweinsteiger 97.02
A. Beck 90.44
M. Scha¨fer 90.09
J. Arango 89.04
C. Gentner 86.83
S. da Silva Pinto 85.55
H. Westermann 81.95
S. Cherundolo 81.62
M. Reus 80.40
Fig. 4. Top-ranked players by chain length (left) and PageRank (right; normalized,
pass-based representation).
Player PageRank
P. Lahm 100.00
B. Schweinsteiger 84.03
H. Badstuber 70.81
D. Bonfim Costa Santos 56.34
H. Westermann 54.65
N. Subotic 52.37
D. van Buyten 51.75
T. Kroos 50.85
M. Hummels 50.55
J. Boateng 47.84
Player PageRank
P. Lahm 100.00
B. Schweinsteiger 90.13
H. Badstuber 68.46
H. Westermann 66.72
D. Bonfim Costa Santos 66.48
N. Subotic 60.76
A. Beck 60.38
T. Kroos 58.90
M. Hummels 58.58
S. Reinartz 57.10
Fig. 5. Top-ranked players by PageRank using receive-based (left) and interaction-
based (right) representations. All scores are normalized.
To predict the outcome, classifiers are trained to predict one of these three
classes.
Note that alternative straw men could be easily computed. For instance,
extracting the number of wins/draws/losses yields Table 1 for the training and
test data. The table not only confirms that there is a home advantage but the
numbers could be turned into a predictor that always picks the majority class,
in this case a win for the home team. The accuracy on the test data is 47.39%.
Another straight forward straw man is to choose the team that won more games
in the training data. Although, the ranking of the teams for training and test
set differs slightly, an accuracy of 52.94% is obtained.
We deploy C5.0 [6] and SVMs with RBF kernels [2] as the underlying classi-
fiers. User parameters are optimized by a four-fold cross validation. Since SVMs
only support binary classification, the one-against-one strategy is used where
models are created for each pair of classes and the prediction is made using a
majority vote of these pairs. Both methods are trained on only two features,
the team scores of the home and the away team, respectively. To compute team
scores, scores of all players of each team are used, irrespectively of whether they
Table 1. Distribution of wins/draws/losses.
Home team wins Draw Away team wins
Train set 43.71% 25.00% 31.29%
Test set 47.39% 20.91% 31.70%
Baseline Chain Scores PageRank
pass receive interact pass receive interact pass receive interact
C5.0 (mean) 50.33 53.27 52.61 41.83 51.31 51.31 47.06 53.27 52.29
C5.0 (sum) 52.29 52.94 53.59 47.39 51.31 51.31 53.27 54.25 53.95
SVM (mean) 53.92 54.25 54.25 40.52 51.31 50.65 50.65 53.92 54.25
SVM (sum) 55.23 55.56 55.23 43.14 45.75 51.96 55.88 54.90 55.23
Fig. 6. Predictive accuracies in percent.
perform in the match or not. The score of a team is therefore computed by sum-
ming/averaging the individual PageRank scores of all players, respectively. As
an additional baseline, we include the number of completed passes by every team
as an additional baseline (also referred to as baseline). This metric is used to
evaluate how the proposed graphs metrics compare to simple descriptive statis-
tics of the same attributes. As features for the learning algorithms, the number
of the passes, receives and their sum are used, respectively, for the home and
away team, so that again two-dimensional vectors are obtained.
The results of the classifiers for the baseline, chain lengths, and PageRank
are depicted in Table 6. Chain scores perform worst for all representations and
classifiers and stay clearly below the second straw man. The best results are
51.31% by the C5.0 classifier and 51.96% by the SVM, both using average of
player chain lengths. In contrast to the chain length, the baseline surprisingly
shows that simple descriptive statistics can effectively be exploited by the learn-
ing algorithms. The best results are 53.27% for C5.0 and 55.56% for the SVM.
Both surpass the two straw men but like the chain length predictions, the pre-
diction of the classifiers does not contain draw games, even if they are trained
to predict three classes.
Similarly, the results for PageRank provide higher accuracies than using the
chain lengths. Accuracies of 54.25% for C5.0 and 55.88% for the SVM are ob-
served. Note that identical values for the baseline and PageRank in Table 6 are
caused by normalization that leads to identical representations for interaction-
based representations.
Although the accuracy of C5.0 is generally lower than that of the SVM,
the resulting decision trees reveal an interesting fact. By focusing on only the
PageRank, received-based, sum-aggregated scores, of the away team, an accuracy
of 53.59% is obtained. This may be an indicator for the home advantage as a
certain PageRank of the away team is seemingly required to beat the home team.
Player PageRank
P. Lahm 100.00
B. Schweinsteiger 97.02
H. Badstuber 66.71
F. Ribe´ry 61.36
T. Mu¨ller 58.21
A. Ottl 50.72
D. van Buyten 46.86
A. Tymoshchuk 41.33
D. Alaba 39.43
A. Robben 35.25
Player PageRank
P. Lahm 100.00
B. Schweinsteiger 84.03
H. Badstuber 70.81
D. van Buyten 51.75
F. Ribe´ry 44.70
A. Tymoshchuk 39.78
T. Mu¨ller 37.08
D. Alaba 30.11
A. Robben 26.73
A. Ottl 23.87
Fig. 7. Top 10 PageRank of the FC Bayern Mu¨nchen using pass-based (left) and
receive-based (right) representations. All scores are normalized.
The decision rule chosen for the feature can be stated as
away win =
{
true, receive PR sum > 281.5
false otherwise,
(3)
where the maximal and minimal values for the sum-aggregated, receive-based
PageRank are 766 and 44, respectively; the average value is 255. Recall that in
the receive-based representation the player that passes gets the credit from the
player the ball has been passed to. In sum, the result underlines that successful
passing is very important as no other single feature in our study achieves an
accuracy in this range. However, the PageRank of players can also be utilized
for other purposes than predicting outcomes such as establishing a ranking of
players as shown in Figure 7.
3.3 Combining Features
As mentioned earlier, the feature representation of baseline and PageRank can
be identical for the interaction-based representation when normalized while the
pass- and receive-based representations are always different. This means that
both metrics can be combined, despite the fact that they have been generated
from the same data. Using an augmented three-dimensional feature representa-
tion assembled by the number of successful passes of the home team (interaction-
based representation), the summed PageRanks of the home team (again using
the interaction-based representation) and the summed PageRanks for the away
team (receive-based representation), the predictive accuracy could be improved
to 57.19%.
4 Conclusion
We presented a graph-based approach to soccer by viewing passes as edges be-
tween player nodes. Depending on the direction of the edges, we showed that
either the passing or the receiving player benefits from the pass in the analysis.
Empirically, we compared several variants including the PageRank algorithm
with appropriate baselines on soccer data from five Bundesliga seasons. Turning
the approach into a predictor of the winning team, we showed that the best
results are obtained with only three features and observed accuracies of more
than 57%.
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Abstract. This paper presents a study carried out in a controlled en-
vironment that aims at understanding behavioural patterns in climbing
activities. Multi-Scale Jensen-Shannon Neighbour Embedding [8], a re-
cent advance in non linear dimension reduction, has been applied to
recordings of movement sensors in order to help the visualization of co-
ordination modes. Initial clustering results show a correlation with jerk,
an indicator of fluency in climbing activities, but provides more details
on behavioural patterns.
This work was partially funded by ANR-13-JSH2-004 Dynamov project.
Keywords: Performance management, Climbing skills profile, Climbing
patterns valuation, Non-Linear dimension reduction
1 Introduction
Detection and qualification of behavioural patterns in climbing activities play
a key point in performance management. For example, the correct qualification
of his/her inter-limb coordination may help the performer to step into more
efficient behavioural patterns.
In fact, a larger repertoire of inter-limb coordination patterns would enable
rapid and efficient behavioural adaptation to environmental constraints (such as
size, shape of hold, distance between holds) because climbers can switch between
patterns [13]. Climbing efficiency, also called fluency, can be assessed by the
smoothness of the hip trajectory (known as jerk coefficient [13]), while inter-
limb coordination could be examined through limb kinematics (3D orientation,
angular velocity, linear acceleration, etc).
Past studies on coordination focus on statistics of the relative phase of 2
articulations that are seen as 2 oscillators [7, 1, 14]. Here we want to use machine
learning methods to leverage this limit and to study simultaneously on all the
limbs.
In our climbing data, structures are unknown and may appear on different
scales: climbers, holds, paths, climbing order, learning curve, . . . Nevertheless,
standard clustering or dimension reduction methods, such as Stochastic Neigh-
bour Embedding (SNE), are known to be good at structure preservation only
for a particular scale. Recently, Multi-Scale Jensen-Shannon NE [8] solves this
problem by opting to a multi-similarity approaches. This method will be applied
to the output of motion sensors in order to help the visualization of behaviours
even if they appears at different scales. Resulting behavioural clusters will be con-
fronted to the jerk coefficient, in order to investigate the relationships between
the climbing behaviour and his performance outcome (i.e. fluency) to achieve
the task/goal.
2 Methodology
2.1 Protocol
The learning protocol consisted in four climbing sessions, separated by two days
of rest. Participants were instructed to self-pace their ascent, with the following
task-goal: explore the way to climb as fluently as possible, i.e., without falling
down while minimizing pauses and saccades of the body displacement. Instruc-
tions were not made too specific to allow new coordination patterns to emerge
during exploratory behaviour under the varying task constraints.
Each session consisted in ascending randomly three different routes with
grade ranged 5b-5c in the French Rating Scale of Difficulty (F-RSD) (ranging
from 1 to 9). Each path was identifiable by colour and was set on an artificial
indoor climbing wall by three professional certified route setters who ensured
that routes match intermediate climbing ability. The three routes had the same
height (10.3m) and they included the same number of hand-holds (20), which
were bolted to a flat vertical surface. The holds were located at the same place
on the artificial wall; only the orientation of the hold was changed:
(i) the horizontal-edge route was designed to allow horizontal hold grasping,
(ii) the vertical-edge route was designed to allow vertical hold grasping, and
(iii) the double-edge route was designed to allow both horizontal and vertical
hold grasping.
Each edge could also be grasped by the left and/or the right hand. At the fourth
session, the participants climbed a fourth path, which mixed the three previous
routes.
Fourteen participants took voluntarily part to this study, with mean age
22.7 ± 2.9 yr, mean height: 176 ± 5 cm, mean weight: 64.2 ± 5.8 kg. Seven
individuals in this group have practised in indoor climbing wall, for three years,
three hours per week and have skill level in rock climbing of grade 6a-6b in
the F-RSD, which represents an intermediate level of performance. Seven other
participants have only practised for 10h and have a skill level of climbing of
grade 5b-5c, which corresponds to novice level of performance. The protocol
was approved by the local University ethics committee and complies with the
declaration of Helsinki. Procedures were explained to the climber, who then gave
his written informed consent to participate. Here, participant names have been
masqueraded.
2.2 Data collection and segmentation
The directions of the trunk and the limbs (3D unit vectors in Earth reference)
have been collected from small, wearable, inertial measurement units (IMU),
located on the hip, right and left wrists, right and left feet, with the North
magnetic as reference, and sampled at 100 Hz. Our IMUs corresponded to a
combination of a tri-axial accelerometer (±8G), tri-axial gyroscope (1600◦.s-1)
and a tri-axial magnetometer (MotionPod, Movea c©, Grenoble, France). For
each climb, the fluency was assessed by the jerk coefficient [13] and a time-based
segmentation is performed.
The jerk can be seen here as a measure of smoothness of the hip trajectory
and is used as an indicator of the expertise skills. For trajectory x : [O, T ]→ R3,
the dimensionless jerk is defined as
Jx =
T 5
(∆x)2
∫ T
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣d3xdt3 (s)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 ds,
where ∆x is the length of the trajectory.
Based on the acceleration and the angular velocity of the 5 sensors attached
to the limbs and the hip, a first segmentation [3] is performed for each sensor with
a CUSUM algorithm [2] to determine whether the limb is moving or immobile.
Parameters of the Γ -distributions used in the likelihood ratio for the CUSUM
are determined from manual labeling by an expert climber.
From this binary state segmentation of each limb, a global body state is de-
termined directly using the concatenation of the previous segmentation, leading
to 5 full-body states: Immobility (all sensors are immobile), Postural regulation
(only the hip sensor is mobile), Hold Exploration (hip sensor is immobile, limbs
sensors are mobile), Hold Change (last Hold Exploration before a traction),
Traction (some limbs sensors and the hip senors are mobile).
3 Building Features
3.1 From sensors to rotations
In order to prepare dimension reduction for qualitative human interpretation and
for the pattern discovery with clustering, gyroscope, accelerometer and magne-
tometer information are converted into a 3 × 3 rotation matrix that describes
each sensor in an Earth frame (North, West, vertical). The transformation is
performed through a complementary filter based algorithm described in [11, 10].
The resulting frame does not give the absolute position of a sensor but, by anal-
ogy with a camera, gives the direction in which the camera points at and the
direction of the top of the camera. This is enough to reconstruct the relative
limb positions.
3.2 From rotations to features
Rotation matrices belong to a compact manifold, the Lie group of rotations
so(3) [5], and thus standard metrics and statistics can not be applied. For ex-
ample the mean of rotations is not the element-wise mean of rotation matrices.
Thus we need to define the geodesic distance, the mean, and the variance that
we will use in our pattern recognition algorithms.
The geodesic distance between rotations A and B is defined as the angle of
the composition C of rotation B and the inverse of rotation A. If A and B are
the same rotations then the angle of C is null. In the rotation group, the inverse
of a matrix is simply its transpose. This gives,
d(A,B) = arccos
(
tr(Aᵀ.B)− 1
2
)
.
A rotation geodesic mean M is defined as a rotation that minimizes the sum
of geodesic distances between itself and the studied set of rotations. It may not
be unique. The computation of M , a rotation mean, of n rotations Ri with
i ∈ [1 . . . n] involved the following iteration process [12]:
1. Initialize M0 to one of the Ri,
2. Project each Ri to the tangent space of the rotation manifold in Mt,
Pi = log (M
ᵀ
t .Ri) ,
3. Compute the mean of Pi and project it back to the manifold, leading to the
new mean estimation,
Mt+1 =Mt. exp
(
1
n
n∑
i
Pi
)
,
4. go back to 2 until convergence.
The log and exp operators are costly matricial operations in contrast to their
element-wise counterparts. Nevertheless, the log of a rotation matrix R can be
efficiently computed [4], log(R) = arcsin(||S||)||S|| S where S =
R−Rᵀ
2 .
For the variance V of a rotation set, we choose the mean of the squared
geodesic distances of each rotation to a rotation mean, namely,
V =
1
n
n∑
i=1
d(M,Ri)
2 .
As rotation meanM must minimize the geodesic distances, variance V is unique
even if the rotation mean M is not.
Rotation signals are split into 20 sets corresponding to the 5 sensors and to
the segmentation in 4 high-level states. For each of these sets, the rotation mean
and variance are computed. Moreover, segmentation is sum-up by state count
and state transitions probabilities. For each climb, it is summarized by a vector
of 220 continuous features decomposed in 20 rotation mean matrices in R3×3,
20 rotation variances in R, a state count vector in R4 and a transition matrix
in R4×4. Let us note that these features correspond to a hidden Markov model.
Further projection and clustering algorithms do not use features directly
but rather distances between examples. Because of the manifold nature of our
data, special care must be taken here. A rotation mean is a rotation itself,
thus a Euclidean distance between the matrices of two rotation means is not
suitable: one must use the geodesic distance on rotations defined above. Similarly,
rotation variances are squared angles, thus one must use the geodesic distance on
angles for this part of the features. That is why specific distances are computed
separately on each component of the feature vector. Then the final distance is a
weighted sum.
4 Dimension reduction through Multi-scale SNE
To facilitate visualization and preliminary qualitative interpretation, high di-
mensional climbing features will be projected into a 2D space while trying to
preserve the data structure. In Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (SNE), a non-
linear method proposed in [6], low dimensional (LD) projections are chosen so
that their similarities match similarities of the high dimensional (HD) features
for a fixed perplexity B.
The HD similarity σij between examples i and j is computed by,
σij =
exp
(
− δ
2
ij
2λi(B)2
)
∑
k,k 6=i exp
(
− δ2ik2λi(B)2
) ,
where δij is the distance between HD examples. It corresponds to the probability
that j is the neighbour of i. Due to the bandwidth λi(B) specific to ith example
and perplexity B, similarities are not symmetric.
Perplexity B is a hyper-parameter that indicates the soft Gaussian number
of neighbours to take into account around an example. Bandwidth λi(B) cor-
responds to the soft radius around the ith example needed to encompass such
a number of neighbours. Formally, in a preprocessing step called equalization,
λi(B) is chosen so that the entropy of the HD similarities of the ith example is
equal to the log of perplexity B,
B = exp
−∑
j
σij log(σij)
 .
The LD similarity sij is defined by,
sij =
exp
(
−d
2
ij
2
)
∑
k,k 6=i exp
(
−d2ik2
) ,
where dij is the distance between between ith and jth LD examples.
Since similarities are normalized like distribution, a KullbackLeibler diver-
gence DKL can be used as a criterion to measure the adequation between HD
and LD similarities. In our case, we use the JensenShannon divergence [9], a
type-2 mixture divergence,
DκJS(σ||s) = κDKL(σ||z) + (1− κ)DKL(s||z) ,
where z = κσ + (1− κ)s and κ is the mixing parameter.
In our data, structures may arise at different scales: the climber, the path,
the order of the climbs. Nevertheless SNE methods are known to be good at
preserving the data structure around the neighbourhood fixed by perplexity B.
Global structures may be filtered out for a low perplexity. Small structure might
be inaccurate for high perplexity.
Multi-scale JSE [8] addresses this problem by using a bank of similarities
obtained through the combination of multiple perplexities,
σij =
1
L
∑
σijh ,
where σijh is a similarity for a bandwidth λih specific to a perplexity Bh.
The full embedding process starts by computing a SVD decomposition of HD
features to initialize the LD projection. Then the chosen criterion is minimized
by a gradient descent on the LD projections. See [9, 8] for gradient details.
4.1 Visualization of climbing data
Figure 1 shows the same MS-JSE projection with two different annotations,
the first one with climber labels, the second one with path labels. Each point
represents a different climb.
For a particular climber (Fig. 1(a)), most of its climbs form between 1 to 3
clusters with few outliers. Each of theses clusters can be seen as a coordination
pattern specific to the climber. A general path/route effect appears in the pro-
jection with higher density zone for each of the path even if their examples are
not clearly split (Fig. 1(b)). Thus, MS-JSE has succeeded in preserving these
two scopes.
Moreover, three clusters of climber Henry have been highlighted in both
scatter plots. Each of the consolidations contains more than one path. This
suggests that the clusters observed for one climber are not the consequence of
a route effect but may be due to a time effect. This will be investigated in the
next section.
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Fig. 1. MS-JSE SNE projection with Henry climbs surrounded
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Fig. 2. Clustering and jerk displayed along time for selected climbers
5 Clustering
To get a more precise picture of behavioural patterns, we have applied a ag-
glomerative clustering on the data. The agglomerative tree has been cut to get
6 clusters (number chosen by BIC).
The result of clustering is shown in figure 2 in a time-line for four selected
climbers. Each graph is split into 4 parts: a time-line on all the climbs, and 3
time-lines for each climb route. The last fourth path is intended to test transfer
learning in further experimentation and has been climbed only once. The back-
ground color indicates in which cluster a climb belongs, colour are consistent
for the climbers. The rotation jerk has been plotted in white over the cluster
time-line.
In figure 2(a), a learning effect can be seen: the two first climbs of each path
display a different pattern than the following climbs. The jerk slowly decreases,
which indicates better fluency over time, this is generally correlated with fewer
explorations as the climber learns.
In figure 2(b), the same learning effect is seen, but the jerk makes a step
at the change of patterns showing an exploration burst. Moreover on the last 4
climbs, the patterns of path 3 differs from path 1 and 2; showing a particular
adaptation to this environment. That singular route effect does not appear in
the jerk.
In figure 2(c), cluster changes occur later at climb 4 with a path effect that
is also not seen on thr jerk.
In figure 2(d), the jerk makse a bump at the end of the training, showing
difficulties for the climber to perform the task. As the first two climbers, a change
of cluster occurs at climb 2 but then returns back to the original pattern.
6 Conclusion and perspectives
The rotation features projected by MS-JSE and their clustering convey more
information than the jerk on behavioural patterns: patterns are still correlated
with the fluency indicator but show path effects that are not seen in the jerk
because only a single value of jerk is computed for a climb. For example the time-
line analysis of clusters highlight that climbers start from one set of patterns
and evolved separately to different sets of patterns. Moreover, having both, jerk
and clusters, indicates which pattern lead to better fluency (jerk decreases in
parallel) and which patterns are typical to new exploration by the climber (jerk
bumps and decreases). This is interesting for performers in order to qualify the
behavioural patterns along the learning curve, because it would allow identifying
efficient vs. non-efficient patterns, and shared patterns between climbers.
In the future, we will investigate MS-JSE and clustering on a state segmen-
tation basis, in order to provide finer pattern grain than one climb.
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Abstract. In electronic sports, cyberathletes conceal their online
training using different avatars (virtual identities), allowing them
not being recognized by the opponents they may face in future com-
petitions. In this article, we propose a method to tackle this avatar
aliases identification problem. Our method trains a classifier on be-
havioural data and processes the confusion matrix to output label
pairs which concentrate confusion. We experimented with Starcraft
2 and report our first results.
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Abstract. In the present study, we aim at showing how some character-
istics of the serve summed up in the resulting ball trajectory can deter-
mine the efficiency of tennis serves. To that purpose, we analyzed a big
set of data collected between 2003 and 2008 at international ATP, WTA
and Grand Slam tournaments and corresponding to 84 tournaments,
1729 matches, 262,596 points. Using time-dependent three-dimensional
ball trajectory data recorded by the automated ball tracking Hawk-Eye
system, we show the relationships that exists between the characteristics
of the serve kinematics and impacts on the ground on the gain of the
points.
1 Introduction
In recent years, the development of technologies and automatic tracking systems
has enabled the capture of ball trajectories during tennis matches. Since 2003,
Hawk-Eye vision-based systems have provided ball tracking to assist the players
when they think an error of judgments has been made by referees. This system
uses a motion capture system with 10 cameras around the court and sophisti-
cated algorithms will calculate the trajectories and impact on the ground of the
tennis ball with an accuracy estimated of 3.6 mm at impact.
Despite the high-level accuracy of such tracking systems and the huge amount
of kinematic data generated, the use of these systems for quantitative analysis of
player performance and scientific analysis is rare and has never been performed
on a very big sheer volume of data. To our knowledge, only three studies used
Hawk-Eye data to analyze performance. These studies were interested in pre-
diction of shot locations ([1], data volume = matches from the Australian Open
men’s draw or around 10 000 points), in laterality effect on ball distribution
([2], data volume = 32 matches or 4744 points) and in on-court position effect
on groundstroke anticipation ([3], data volume = 38 matches, number of points
unspecified).
In the present study, we aim at showing how some characteristics of the
serve summed up in the resulting ball trajectory can determine the efficiency of
tennis serves. To that purpose, we analyzed a big set of data collected between
2003 and 2008 international at ATP, WTA and Grand Slam tournaments and
corresponding to 84 tournaments, 1729 matches, 262,596 points.
The influence of factors such as serve speed, serve location, court-surface
and men/women differences on the winning-point rate was assessed in order to
provide an extensive insight into efficient serve tendencies in world-class tennis.
The positions of serves’ impact were also examined in order to provide an accu-
rate description of the serves performed by world-class players during matches.
Since the present work is the first to exploit large-scale Hawk-Eye data, a sub-
sidiary objective in these analyses was to demonstrate our method as reliable
to analyze serving match strategies by confronting our findings to knowledge
emanating from tennis performance analysis studies [4, 5].
We also focused on the unexplored question of the magnus effect intensity
in serve trajectories. The spinning of the tennis ball was characterized in the
present study directly from kinematic data by the ball axis of rotation and the
speed of rotation around this axis. Specifically, the lift coefficient (as an indicator
of spin intensity) and the ball axis of rotation (as an indicator of spin nature)
were analyzed.
2 Data description
The data analyzed in the present research were made available by the company
Hawk-Eye Innovations in the context of a publicly funded research project (Ten-
nisServer, ANR-06-BLAN-0413) in which one of us was involved in 2006-2009.
For the moment being, the data are not publicly available.
The final stages of the most famous tournaments of the ATP and WTA
circuits between 2003 and 2008 are covered by the data. 40 Hz trajectory of the
ball and XML information about the points are available. Each file is named
after the number of the set, the number of the game, the index of the point, the
index of the serve (first or second, there is no file in case of double fault), and
the time of the point.
For each point, the XML file gathers the following information (see Figure 1
for an excerpt):
1. the header gives overall information about the point: the server, the receiver,
the player who is located on the positive part of the court, the class of the
serve (0 for an ace, 1 for a classical one, 2 for a winning serve), the scorer of
the point (1 if he/she is the server, -1 otherwise), the duration of the point
(in seconds), and the score in the game at the start of the point;
2. the precise coordinates of the serve: who serves, the initial speed, the final
speed, the coordinates of the initial impact (at t = 0), the coordinates of the
bounce;
3. the precise coordinates of each shot.
After cleaning the data, there remains 75,587 points for the women and
187,009 for the men (total: 262,596 points).
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<point valid="true">
<hawkeye_header>
<xmldate d="Data"/>
<server p="CLIJSTERS"/>
<receiver p="HENINHARDENNE"/>
<positive p="HENINHARDENNE"/>
<serve_class c="1"/>
<scorer s="-1"/>
<PointDuration w="6.26786"/>
<score_raw s="1 0"/>
</hawkeye_header>
<serve name="CLIJSTERS" player="1" speed="46.46" speedEnd="31.87">
<coord t="0" x="1.47" y="-11.89" z="2.70"/>
<coord bounce="true" t="0.49025" x="-3.05" y="6.17" z="0.033"/>
</serve>
<shot speed="31.3742" speedEnd="19.8407">
<coord t="0.8" x="-4.15587" y="11.766" z="1.06128"/>
<coord bounce="true" t="1.57191" x="0.24" y="-6.26" z="0.033"/>
</shot>
...
</point>
Fig. 1: Sample of XML data.
3 Linear magnus model
In this section, we aimed to model the kinetics of a spinning tennis ball by
estimating unknown parameters from reconstructed trajectories, using the R
software [6]. Our analysis revealed that the Hawk-Eye reconstructed trajectories
are using a third degree polynomial in each components (x, y, z).
In contrast with previous studies which obtained spin rates by manually
counting the number of revolutions of the ball from high-speed video cameras
recordings (e.g., maximum serve spin rates values of 3529 rpm in Wimbledon
qualifications reported by [7] and of 4300 rpm in Davis Cup reported by [8]), we
used reconstructed ball trajectories and characterized the spinning of the tennis
ball by its axis of rotation ω and the speed of rotation around this axis ω.
We use the model proposed in [9] to simulate the tennis ball trajectories.
The tennis ball is considered as a mass point at position X(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t))
with mass m, diameter d and is influenced by three forces :
– the weight force G = mg with g = (0, 0,−g)
– the drag force D = −DL(v, ω)Vv with DL(v, ω) = CD(v, ω) 12 pid
2
4 ρv
2
– the magnus force M = ML(v, w)
ω
ω ∧ Vv with ML(v, ω) = CL(v, ω) 12 pid
2
4 ρv
2
We introduce physical characteristics of a reference tennis ball and atmo-
spheric conditions:
– a reference diameter d0 = 0.067m
– a reference density of the air ρ0 = 1.29
– a reference mass m0 = 0.0577kg
If we write α = pid
2ρ
8m and α0 =
pid20ρ0
8m0
then the equation becomes:
d2X(t)
dt2
+ 9.81g = CGg − CD α
α0
(α0vV ) + CL
α
α0
ω
ω
∧ (α0vV ) .
The scalar coefficient CG may be interpreted as a variation between normal
gravity 9.81m/s2 and the observed gravity during the match. Variability of this
coefficient may be due to latitude variation ±0.03m/s2, gravitational anomalies,
sampling frequency or model errors.
If we define the modified drag coefficient as C ′d = CD
α
α0
and the modified lift
coefficient as C ′L = CL
α
α0
then the equation becomes:
d2X(t)
dt2
+ 9.81g = CGg + C
′
D (−α0vV ) + C ′L
ω
ω
∧ (α0vV ) (1)
The main assumptions of this magnus linear model is that the modified drag
and lift coefficients are constant throughout an arc.
In Equation 1, the vectors d
2X(t)
dt2 + 9.81g and α0vV can be estimated with
the model for speed and acceleration. The four unknown coefficients are CG, C
′
D,
C ′L
ωx
ω , C
′
L
ωy
ω , C
′
L
ωz
ω , appear linearly in the equation and therefore may be esti-
mated with a linear model.
Modified drag and lift coefficients C ′D, C
′
L depend on properties of the rough-
ness of the ball’s surface, on velocity and on spinning. For a tennis ball which
has the characteristic of the reference ball we have C ′D = CD and C
′
L = CL. The
factor αα0 is a correction factor which only depends on the cross sectional area
and the mass of the tennis ball in comparison to a reference tennis ball.
Alam [10] has estimated the drag coefficient CD in the absence of any spin
to lie between 0.5 and 1.2 for the tennis ball. At lower velocity, the mean value
was 0.90± 0.15, whereas at higher velocity the mean value was 0.6± 0.025.
Goodwill [11] has studied the lift coefficient CL of a tennis ball in a wind
tunnel in different conditions, as a function of S = d/2ωv . Drag coefficients were
varying from 0.65± 0.01 for low value of S i.e. S ≤ 0.3 and raised to 0.69± 0.01
for higher S values. [11, 12, 13] found lift coefficient from 0.02 to 0.3.
We found that 80 % of points’ trajectories had a global R2 greater than 0.97,
meaning that for this subset of points, the linear combination of these three
estimated components CGg, C
′
D (α0vV ), C
′
L
(
ω
ω ∧ (α0vV )
)
provided a good ap-
proximation of d
2X(t)
dt2 + 9.81g.
4 Results
4.1 Winning probability for server
The results of Table 1 shed light on the fact that the serve is a redoubtable
shot for winning points in tennis. It provided servers with the opportunity to
accumulate a high percentage of winning points, particularly from the first serve
(69.46%4). This advantage of the server over the receiver confirms the results
of [5, 14] as well as [4] who reported 67.3% wins and 53.8% wins on second
serves on clay (66.28% and 52.24% in the present study). Unsurprisingly, the
court surface also had a significant influence on winning rate.
surface serve win lose
CLAY first serve 66.28 33.72
second serve 52.24 47.76
GRASS first serve 71.19 28.81
second serve 54.85 45.15
HARD first serve 68.34 31.66
second serve 52.68 47.32
INDOORS first serve 72.01 27.99
second serve 53.03 46.97
Table 1: Probability for the server to win
the point as a function of serve rank (first,
second) and court surface.
gender serve win lose
women first serve 62.85 37.15
second serve 49.43 50.57
men first serve 71.00 29.00
second serve 54.18 45.82
Table 2: Probability for the server to win
the point as a function of serve rank (first,
second) and gender.
4.2 Impact of the gender
The analysis (see Table 2) revealed that men won significantly more points when
serving than women both on first and second serves. Other research efforts have
also noted gender differences in winning percentages on serve [15, 5, 16]. This
result could be mainly explained by the difference in speed of serves across men
and women.
4.3 Impact of serve speed
The results of Figure 1 indicate a significant effect of serve speed on winning
percentage on serve. These results are in agreement with the findings of [15] who
have noted a significant relationship between the serve speed and the probability
of winning the point. They found that, serve speed was negatively correlated with
the proportion of serves that fell inside the serve box. Also, the proportion of
points won when the serve was in was positively correlated with the serve speed
for both the first and second serves in Grand Slam tournaments [15]. Therefore,
hitting a “hard” first serve is a winning serve strategy to win a high percentage of
points [12]. This strategy increases the time constraints on receivers by reducing
the time available for executing their shot.
4 this is the average of each probability to win on first serve over the surfaces in
Table 1.
Fig. 2: Probability to win a point w.r.t.
the speed of the serve (lose on top, win
on bottom).
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Fig. 3: Probability to win according to
the number of strokes.
4.4 Impact of the number of strokes
Results of Figure 2 showed a clear negative relationship between the number
of recorded shots per rally and first serve’s winning percentage in both men
and women. These data can be summarized in the following way: the lower the
number of strokes per point, the greater the impact of serve on winning the
point. This makes sense: the severe spatio-temporal constraints imposed on the
receiver when facing a first serve make it difficult to restore the balance in one
or two groundstrokes. Consequently, points concluded within a very low number
of shots result to outcomes that tend to favor the servers.
However, for second serves, the relationship between the number of recorded
shots per rally and the serve winning percentage is much different since the
[0,2] category is linked to a very low winning rate (44% in men and 34% in
women) while other categories all share similar winning rates (around 43% in
men and 45% in women). Since the spatio-temporal constraints on the receiver
are considerably lower for second serves, the receiver has the opportunity to
initiate a baseline rally in almost all cases. In this configuration, if the point
is gained quickly, it cannot be attributed to serve impact (whose speed is very
moderate) but to the quality of the return. These results nevertheless remain
surprising for their magnitude, and another explanation could be problems in
the sub-sets of data used to perform these analyses.
4.5 Serves’ impacts positions
Fig. 4: Distribution of serves’ impacts (y-axis) in service boxes for the men (left)
and the women (right). Deuce court is located on the left of the server while the
advantage court is on his/her right.
The distribution of serves’ impacts positions along the y-axis5 (Figure 4)
revealed that most first serves were directed toward the T (middle) and W
(edge) locations in a very similar fashion on both deuce and advantage courts. A
similar trend has already been reported in a previous work describing the serve
locations of male professionals on hard courts [14]. The first serve is typically at
pace [17], and one would expect first serves to be directed more often toward the
W and T locations because serving to these locations takes the ball away from
the receiver, making it difficult for him/her to return (which is the main goal of
first serves [18]).
Interestingly, the distribution of serves’ impacts positions along the y-axis
revealed differences between deuce (mainly T) and advantage courts (mainly W)
for second serves. This finding is in line with [4] which noted that close to 95%
of second serves were directed either toward the T in the deuce court (48.0%)
or to the wide zone in the advantage court (46%). In other words, on second
serve on both sides of the court, professional tennis players serve to the corners
of the service box with a specific focus on their opponents’ backhand (most of
which are right-handed opponents), which is usually considered the weaker side.
Our data strongly confirmed that two strategies are employed on second serves,
depending on the service box being played. When serving on the deuce side,
servers attempt to push back the receivers with a topspin (as demonstrated by
C ′L values) toward the T so as to keep them behind the baseline. When serving
on the advantage side, players attempt to find more angles by serving wide and
with topspin (as demonstrated by C ′L values) to open up the court. In both
5 the x-axis is oriented along the depth of the court, the y-axis is parallel to the net.
cases, the server’s intention is to dominate the rally from its start by exerting a
territorial influence.
4.6 Lift coefficient and rotation axis
The analysis (see Figure 5) revealed clear differences in C ′L as a function of serve
ball with C ′L values significantly higher for second serves. This result confirms
and extends current knowledge about tennis. Indeed, [4] reported that for first
serves, the flat option was the most used (55.7%) while for second serves spin
variations were massively used (99.0%). First serve spins are employed to in-
troduce tactical variations but with parsimony since it reduces serve’s speed.
However, during second serve, the players’ goal is to limit aggressive and offen-
sive returns. For this reason, as reported by [4], topspin strategy is classically
used on the second serve (91.6%) to generate a shoulder or head-high and deep
bounce, which prevents the receiver from executing an offensive stroke.
5 Conclusion
The present study has confirmed and extended knowledge about tennis duel by
manipulating various performance indicators of the first stroke of each point and
assessing its influence on winning-point probabilities. Having demonstrated the
validity of our trajectory reconstruction method for tennis performance analysis
by replicating the findings of earlier tennis performance studies ([4, 14, 15]), this
method could be used to provide coaches and researchers with objective and
massive information on serving performance. On this plan, the high proportion
of first serves oriented to the two corners of the box revealed that players do not
maximize the possibility of varying the direction of the serve. The above results
could be made even more meaningful by incorporating serve variability indicators
such as entropy to determine the location succession effect on serve winning
rate. Future research on this plan is encouraged to disentangle the complexity
of situational probability information that is integrated into decisions of expert
players in serve-return.
Also, the direct method of spinning determination used in the present paper
is highly valuable since it is applicable with no supplementary time costs to all
players competing or just training on ball tracking equipped-courts. Obtaining
spinning data by this way is desirable since it allows players and coaches to obtain
accurate information about their stroke quality from matches and practice that
are readily available by avoiding manual analysis which is time consuming. This
approach based on 3d-ball tracking data not only offers further works for serve
or serve-return performance, but might also help to add further knowledge about
players’ fitness level and ground-stroke quality.
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Abstract. The striking proliferation of sensing technologies that pro-
vide high-fidelity data streams extracted from every game, induced an
amazing evolution of football statistics. Nowadays professional statisti-
cal analysis firms like ProZone and Opta provide data to football clubs,
coaches and leagues, who are starting to analyze these data to moni-
tor their players and improve team strategies. Standard approaches in
evaluating and predicting team performance are based on history-related
factors such as past victories or defeats, record in qualification games and
margin of victory in past games. In contrast with traditional models, in
this paper we propose a model based on the observation of players’ be-
havior on the pitch. We model a the game of a team as a network and
extract simple network measures, showing the value of our approach on
predicting the outcomes of a long-running tournament such as Italian
major league.
1 Introduction
Thanks to the sensing technologies that provide high-fidelity data streams ex-
tracted from every game, in recent years football statistics have evolved in an
amazing way. Nowadays professional statistical analysis firms like ProZone and
Opta provide data to football clubs, coaches and leagues, who are starting to
analyze these data to monitor their players, search for new talented ones, im-
prove team strategies, and ensure themselves competitive advantage versus their
peers. These football Big Data, which describe in great detail the behavior of
teams during the games, pave the road to understand, model and possibly pre-
dict the complex patterns underlying sports success. An intriguing question is
whether and how these data can be used to capture the performance of a team
during a game: what are the features of the strongest teams? Can we extract
from the data reliable measures of the performance of a team that correlate with
its success during a competition?
Standard approaches provide a history-based answer to these questions: they
assess the strength of a team using information about past victories or defeats,
record in qualification games and other global competitions and margin of vic-
tory in past games. In this paper we provide a different point of view on the
problem: in contrast with history-based prediction techniques, we describe the
performance of a team by observing its behavior on the pitch as captured by
football data extracted from games. We show that this data-driven approach
provides a description of the performance that shows an interesting correlation
with the success of that team during the competition.
Starting from the list of frequent events occurred in the game – passes,
crosses, assists, goal attempts – we model each football team as a complex system
and infer a network whose nodes are players or zones on the pitch, and edges are
movements of ball between two nodes, also labeled with weights to represent the
amount of interactions among any pair of nodes. We describe the performance
of a football team during a game by means of three simple measurements: the
mean degree of a network’s nodes, a proxy for the volume of play expressed by a
team in a game, the variance of the degree of a network’s nodes, a proxy for the
diversity of play expressed by a team in a game, and a combination of the two.
We observe a correlation among these performance indicators and the success
of team, and therefore set up a simulation on the games of the FIFA World
Cup 2014 and the Italian Serie A 2013/2014. The outcome of each game in the
competition was replaced by a synthetic outcome (win, loss or draw) based on
the network indicators of the teams in all the past games of the competition.
We compare the outcomes of our simulation with the outcomes of two null mod-
els: a naive model which just sets the outcome of the game randomly, and a
history-based model which assigns the victory to the team with the highest rank
in recent official rankings. We observe that our approach outperforms the other
models for long-running competitions as the Italian Serie A.
Football analytics has only begun to scratch the surface in the quest to
understand, measure and predict performance. Our indicators have proven to be
a good proxy of the performance of a team. If simple indicators like ours exhibit
surprising connections to the success of teams, then a more complete view which
includes defense strategy and movements without the ball has the potential of
revealing hidden patterns and behavior of superior quality.
2 Football Data
We have football data about two football competitions: (i) the FIFA World Cup
2014 with 32 teams and 64 football games; (ii) the Italian Serie A 2013/2014 with
20 teams and 380 football games. In our dataset, a football game is described
by a sequence of events on the field – passes, crosses, assists, goal attempts and
so on. Each event consists in a timestamp, the player who generates the event,
the position of the ball on the field when the event is generated, the position of
the ball on the field when the event ends, the outcome of the event (completed
or failed). Table 2 shows some examples of events as stored in our dataset,
while Figure 1 shows the total number of football events in all the games of our
datasets.
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Fig. 1. The total number of events per category occurred in all the games of our
datasets. We observe that passes are the most frequent events and constitute the 80%
of all the events during a football game.
event time player origin destination outcome
pass 17:24 Messi (65.4, 20.2) (67.8, 44.1) completed
attempt 18:12 Messi (49.8, 10.5) (115.8, 10.5) failed
assist 45:00 Pirlo (65.87, 22.1) (65.9, 30.6) completed
cross 78:54 Tevez (110, 31.1) (115.7, 30.2) completed
Table 1. Example of events of a football game. The event “pass” in the first row
identifies a completed pass made by a player from position (87.2, 40.4) of the field; the
event “attempt” indicates a failed goal attempt from position (49.8, 10.5).
3 A football team as a passing network
We describe the performance of a team in terms of passing activity using the
information about pass events, the most frequent events occurring during a foot-
ball game (Figure 1). We first represent the behavior of a team during a game
by two kinds of passing networks. In the player passing network nodes are play-
ers and edges represent ball displacements between two players. In this type of
network the number of nodes is constant across the different games and teams,
while the density of edges and the networked structure define the passing strat-
egy of a team during the game. Figure 2 shows a visualization of a player network
extracted from a game by Juventus. We also introduce a zone passing network, a
weighted directed network where nodes are zone of the pitch and edges represent
ball displacements between the two zones (Figure 3). Formally, the zone passing
network of team A is a weighted directed graph GA = (V,E), where V is the
set of zones (obtained by splitting the pitch into cells of size 11m×6.5m, 100
cells totally) and E is the set of edges, where an edge (z1, z2) represents all the
passes, assists, or crosses started from zone z1 and ended in zone z2. In a zone
passing network the number of nodes (zones on the pitch) varies across the teams
and the games, allowing to detect significant differences in the passing strategy
of the same team across different games. The player passing network and the
zone passing network are abstractions of the team’s behavior that synthesize the
passing history during a game in a compact model, and it can be constructed
efficiently from the event data. They can be used to determine hot zones of the
pitch (zones where a team prefers to play) or at what extent the team uses short
distance or long distance passes, to detect preferred positions for players, crosses,
assists or shots, and even to understand how much predictable the strategy of a
team is.
Fig. 2. A player passing network extracted from a game of Juventus in Serie A
2013/2014. Node are players, directed edges represent passes between players. The
size of an edge is proportional to the number of passes between the players. Node 0
indicates the opponent’s goal, and edges ending in 0 node represent goal attempts.
Fig. 3. Zone passing network of Argentina extracted from the FIFA World Cup 2014
semi-final. Node are zones on the field, directed edges represent passes performed by
any players between two zones. The size of an edge is proportional to the number of
passes between the zones.
4 Evaluating the performance of a football team
We describe the performance of a team T during a football game i by three
network measures extracted from its player (zone) passing network: (i) the mean
of nodes’ degree µTi , a measure of the passing volume expressed by the team
during the game; (ii) the standard deviation of nodes’ degree σTi , a measure
of the passing heterogeneity expressed by the team during the game; (iii) and
a combination of the two measures by their harmonic mean HTi = 2/(1/µ
T
i +
1/σTi ). We compute the three network measures of teams for every game and
observe a correlation among the proposed network measures and the success of
a team during the competition (see Figure 4), and therefore set up a simulation
experiment to validate our approach. In the simulation the outcome of each
game of a competition (World Cup or Italian league) is predicted according to
the value of the network measures of the two teams in all the past games of the
competition. We simulate the outcome of game i of a football team T with the
following two steps procedure:
1. for each of the two teams, we compute the three exponentially smoothed
means of previous performances of the team µ¯Ti−1, σ¯
T
i−1, H¯
T
i−1;
2. we compare the predicted measures of the two teams setting the team with
the highest measure as winning.
At game i the performance history of team T is described as a list L =
P1, . . . , Pi−1 where Pi−1 = (µi−1, σi−1, Hi−1). We build a prediction for the
performance of a team at game i by computing the exponentially smoothed
means of previous performances of each team µ¯i−1, σ¯i−1, H¯i−1. The exponential
smooth is used to weight the recent past and take into account the recent shape of
the team. We validate our model against two null models: the 48-26-26 model and
the ranking model. In the 48-26-26 model the outcome is extracted randomly
from a probability distribution computed on our data: 48% is the probability
of a win for the home team, then 26% is the probability of a draw, 26% is the
probability that the away team wins. The ranking model is a history-based model
where the winner of a game is the team who ended the previous tournament in
the highest standing. We take the FIFA official rankings updated to may 2014
for World Cup and the final rankings of Italian league 2012/2013 for Serie A
2013/2014. Table 2 provides the result of our experiments, where the values
for null models are the means over 100 experiments. We observe that H¯ is the
measure that produces the best results for our model. The 48-26-26 model is the
worst one predicting the outcome of games only in about the 30% of times. Our
model outperforms both 48-26-26 model (30%) and ranking model (48%) for
Serie A, reaching the best performance (0.53%) when using the player passing
network. In contrast, for FIFA World Cup 2014 we have performance lower than
the ranking model. Our results suggest that the proposed network measures are
able to describe the performance of teams, adding predictive power with respect
to the outcomes of games especially for long running competitions.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of H indicator in player passing networks of Italian league. We high-
light the three teams which achieved the qualification to Champions League. We ob-
serve that the strongest teams show the highest values of H measure.
Model Serie A 2013/2014 FIFA World Cup 2014
Players network Zones network Players network Zones network
Hµ,σ 0.53 0.48 0.36 0.35
µ 0.44 0.44 0.31 0.34
σ 0.48 0.48 0.36 0.34
48-26-26 model 0.30 0.31
ranking model 0.48 0.51
Table 2. Prediction accuracy for Serie A 2013/2014 and World Cup 2014. We observe
that our model performs better in long running competition like the Italian Serie A.
5 Related Work
In the last decade data science have entered the world of sports increasing its
pervasiveness as the technological limits were pushed up. Many works exploit
data mining or network science techniques to understand the complex patterns
of success in both individual and team sports. Cintia et al. developed a first large
scale data-driven study on cyclists’ performance by analyzing data about work-
out habits of 30,000 amateur cyclists downloaded from popular fitness social
network application [1]. The authors show that cyclists’ wourkouts and per-
formances follow a precise pattern and build an efficient training program com-
pletely learned from data. Hollinger analyzes NBA basketball games and propose
the Performance Efficiency Rating, a measure to assess players’ performance by
combining the manifold type of data gathered during every game (i.e. pass com-
pleted, shots achieved, etc.) [2]. In the context of tennis, Terroba et al. present a
pattern discovery exploration to find common winning tactics in tennis matches
[3]. Smith et al. propose a Bayesian classifier for predicting baseball awards,
prizes assigned to the best pitchers in the Major League Baseball. The model is
correct in the 80% of the cases, highlighting the usefulness of underlying data
on describing sports results and performances [4].
In the context of football, the possibility of observing strategies and deci-
sions of teams by means of football data is attracting the interest of scientists
and football teams [5]. Borrie et al. used T-Pattern detection to find similar
sequences of passes from games [6]. Gudmunsson and Wolle analyzed and clus-
tered players’ sub-trajectories using Freche´t distance as similarity measure [7].
The same authors encoded and mined typical sequences of passes by using suffix
trees [8]. Still looking at the problem from a data mining perspective, Bialkowski
et al. extracted players’ roles over time by clustering spatio-temporal data on
players’ positions during a game [9]. Gyarmati et al. mined frequent motifs from
teams passing sequences in order to classify team playing style [10]. They discov-
ered that Barcelona Football Team, the most awarded team in the last decade,
has unique passing strategy and playing style. Horton et al. performed a super-
vised learning of passes efficiency involving domain expert to rate the features
of a pass between two players [11]. Lucey et al. built a shot outcome prediction
method which considers strategic features like defender positions extracted from
spatio-temporal data [12]. Taki and Hasegawa [13] introduced the dominant re-
gion model, a geometric model based on Voronoi spatial classifications where the
football pitch is divided into cells owned by the players that reach every point of
the cell before any other player [14]. Fujimura and Sugihara further developed
the concept of dominant region defining an efficient approximation for region
computations. Gudmunsson and Wolle built a passes analysis based on passing
options computations, revealing the ability of a player to enforce and maximize
the dominance of his team [8]. Other approaches represent football players as
nodes of a passing network where passes are links. Pen˜a and Touchette for ex-
ample analyzed the games of FIFA 2010 World Cup through network analysis
tools, showing that the two teams that reached the final (Spain and Netherlands)
show the two highest values of average clustering [15]. Clemente et al. made a
density evaluation of teams playing network showing how network metrics can
be a powerful tool to assess players connections, strength of such links and help
support decision and training processes [16].
6 Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper we describe the performance of a team during a football game by
means of network indicators. We observe that these indicators correlate with
the success of teams and them to predict the outcomes of the games in FIFA
World Cup 2014 and Italian Serie A 2013/2014. We compare our results with
the outcomes of two null models observing that our model performs better on
longer and complex competitions like the Italian major league. As future work,
we plan to include information about defensive events – tackles, goalkeeping
actions, recoveries of ball and so on – and information about the movements of
players without the ball. Defensive actions are crucial in the strategy of a team
and they can make the description of a team’s game more realistic. Moreover,
studying the behavior of players without ball is crucial since it is known that
most of the time (around 80% of the time) players move without the ball. Second,
we plan to build other network features on the football networks to build models
and classify the outcome of a game: which features are the most predictive of
the outcome of a football game?
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Learning Stochastic Models for Basketball
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Abstract. Using play-by-play data from all 2014-15 regular season NBA
games, we build a generative model that accounts for substitutions of
one lineup by another together with the plus/minus rate of each lineup.
The substitution model consists of a continuous-time Markov chain with
transition rates inferred from data. We compare different linear and non-
linear regression techniques for constructing the lineup plus/minus rate
model. We use our model to simulate the NBA playoffs; the test error
rate computed in this way is 20%, meaning that we correctly predict the
winners of 12 of the 15 playoff series. Finally, we outline several ways in
which the model can be improved.
Keywords: Substitutions, plus/minus, minutes, continuous Markov chain
1 Introduction
If one watches a basketball game played in the NBA, one cannot help but no-
tice that players are substituted in and out with regularity. A large difference
between basketball and other sports such as football/soccer and baseball is that
a player who is substituted out of the game can return to play at a later time.
Substitutions can substantially alter the strategy employed by the 5-man unit
on the court. Many teams field, at different times of the game, different lineups
in order to change the emphasis placed on aspects such as (but not limited to)
rebounding, pace and fast break opportunities, or long-range shooting.
In short, an NBA team is actually a collection of different 5-man units. On
average, in the 2014-15 regular season, teams used 15.1 different 5-man units
per game. In this work, we use play-by-play data to build stochastic models for
the dynamics of these 5-man units. Combining this model of substitutions with
scoring models for each 5-man unit, we obtain generative models that can be used
to simulate games. The ultimate goal of these models is to answer questions such
as: in a 7-game series between two teams, what is the probability each team will
win? Motivated by this goal, in the present work, we seek baseline continuous-
time stochastic models that can be used as a starting point for further modeling
efforts.
Our work builds on different strands of the literature. Discrete-time Markov
chain models of basketball have been considered in [?], for instance. One par-
ticularly successful model uses a discrete-time Markov chain to rank NCAA
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basketball teams [?]. Classification methods from machine learning have been
applied to basketball “box score”-type data to make daily predictions of the
winners of college basketball games [?]. Continuous-time stochastic models have
been considered by [?], though in these models the lineup of players on the court
is ignored. Finally, very recent work models the spatial location of all players
on the court during the game [?], with possessions modeled as a semi-Markov
process. Perhaps the work closest to ours is [?], which develops a probabilistic
graphical model to simulate matches, including changes to team lineups. One of
the main conclusions of [?] is that the outcome of individual games and series
are sensitive to changes in the team lineup. Our work uses this as a starting
point for modeling.
2 Data Collection
Although sources such as NBA.com and ESPN provide statistics of teams and
individual players, we found it difficult to obtain statistics on the performance
of 5-man units or lineups. To obtain this information, we mined 2014-15 regular
season NBA play-by-play data from knbr.stats.com, supplemented by data on
substitutions taking place between quarters from Basketball-Reference.com.
For each play-by-play HTML page, we used Beautiful Soup, a Python package,
to scrape the information needed from the text descriptions of particular plays.
To give an example of how the data appears after processing, we present Table
1. Each row of this data set corresponds to a group of 10 players who played on
the court for a positive amount of time before at least one substitution was made
by either team. Columns 1-3 record the date of the game and the identities of the
home and visiting teams. Columns 4-8 record the identities of the five players on
the court for the home team, while columns 9-13 record the same information
for the visiting team. Column 14 contains the number of seconds this group of
10 players (5 from each team) played just before one substitution was made
by either team. Columns 15-17 record the number of play-by-play events that
have occurred for the home, visiting, and both teams since the last substitution.
Columns 18-19 record the home and visiting scores at the time just before the
substitution was made.
Column 20, the last column, records the change in point differential. Let
the current home and visiting scores (recorded in columns 18-19) be Hi and Vi,
respectively. Then the change in point differential ∆i is
∆i = (Hi − Vi)− (Hi−1 − Vi−1), (1)
with the understanding that the initial scores are H0 = V0 = 0. This quantity
is the “plus/minus” of the two 5-man units on the court. If we start the first
row of Table 1, we see that at the time the first substitution is made, ∆1 = −2,
corresponding to home and visiting scores of 15 and 17, respectively. At the time
the next substitution is made, the score is 20 to 22 in favor of the visiting team.
Because the differential is still −2, the change in differential is zero, i.e., ∆2 = 0.
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Table 1. Sample rows of data frame produced by scraping play-by-play data.
Viewed from the point of view of the home 5-man unit, this means that
even though the unit scored 5 points on offense, the unit yielded 5 points on
defense. We see that the ∆i value encapsulates both the offensive and defensive
performance of a particular 5-man unit. It is better to score only 3 points on
offense and yield 0 points on defense than it is to score 20 points on offense while
yielding 25.
3 Substitution Models
Our model consists of two parts: (i) a model for substituting one 5-man unit by
another, and (ii) a model for how each 5-man unit contributes to the overall score
of the game. In this section, we begin by describing a continuous-time Markov
chain model for substitutions. We construct one Markov chain for each of the 30
teams in the NBA; let Mi denote the transition rate matrix of the Markov chain
for team i. The Markov chain for team i is completely specified by Mi. Each
state of Mi is a different 5-man unit that appears in the training data for team
i. Let Ni be the number of states for Mi; using the entire 2014-15 regular season
as training data, we obtain the following counts: For each i, we infer the Ni×Ni
transition rate matrix Mi using the MLE (maximum likelihood estimate) [?,?]:
M̂ j,ki =
#(j → k)
α(j)
. (2)
Here M̂ j,ki is the estimate for the (j, k)-th entry of Mi, #(j → k) denotes the
number of observations of a transition from state j to state k, and α(j) denotes
the total time spent in state j. All of these values can be computed using the
play-by-play data.
To validate this model’s performance on the training set of all regular season
2014-15 NBA games, we simulate 8200 games for each team. We count the num-
ber of substitutions made by each team and divide by 100 to obtain a Monte
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Table 2. For each of the 30 NBA teams, we record the total number of 5-man units
used by the team during the 2014-15 regular season. In our Markov chain model, this
is the number of states Ni for each team i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 30}.
Carlo estimate for the total number of substitutions made by each team in one
full season of play. The simulation follows standard algorithms for sampling from
a continuous-time Markov chain. Assume the system is currently in state j. We
then simulate exponentially distributed random variables with rates given by
row j of the transition rate matrix. The minimum of these samples gives us both
the time spent in state j as well as the identity of the new state k to which
we transition. We initialize the simulation using the most common 5-man unit
for each team, and we terminate the simulation once it reaches 2880 seconds,
corresponding to a regulation-length NBA game.
Using results for 29 of the 30 teams, the correlation between the simulated
and true number of substitutions is 0.8634. For one team, the Boston Celtics,
simulations predict 4627.57 substitutions in one season, while the true number
is 1792. This is one indication that there are surely far better distributions than
the exponential to model the time spent in one state before transitioning. We
discuss ongoing work in this direction in Section 5.
In Fig. 1, we plot the true and simulated times played by each of the 5-man
units across all 30 teams (left panel, Pearson correlation of 0.834), and the true
and simulated times played by each of the 492 NBA players (right panel, Pearson
correlation of 0.915). All times are in minutes. The data from the last panel has
been plotted on log-scaled axes; the reported correlation is for the raw data.
Overall, the in-sample fit between true and simulated unit and player times
indicate that our model is a reasonable starting point to account for substitutions
and 5-man unit playing team. Clearly, further research is necessary to improve
the fit and develop a more predictive model of 5-man unit time. An obvious area
for improvement is to model the number of fouls committed by each player on
a team. Because a player must leave the game immediately after committing
a sixth foul, a player is more likely to be substituted out of the game as he
accumulates more fouls. Another idea is to allow the Markov transition rates to
depend on how many minutes remain in the game and the game score; towards
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Fig. 1. We plot true and simulated times played by each 5-man unit (left) and each
player (right). For both plots, we have plotted the line y = x in red; deviations from
this line constitute model error. Simulations are carried out using a continuous-time
Markov chain model for substitutions inferred from play-by-play data. Note that the
left plot has log-scaled axes.
the end of blowout games, where one team leads another by a large margin, we
see teams rest their regular players in favor of bench players.
In what follows, we will show that the model developed here, despite its
deficiencies and though it ignores which team actually won each regular-season
game, is capable of prediction.
4 Scoring Models and Results
The second part of our model considers the change in point differential (or
plus/minus) rate for each 5-man unit. We refer to this as our scoring model,
even though the concept of point differential incorporates both offensive and
defensive performance, as described in Section 2.
4.1 Results for the 2014-15 NBA Regular Season
When simulating the continuous-time Markov chain substitution model, if the
system spends τ units of time in state i, we multiply τ by the scoring rate asso-
ciated with this state. This yields a change in point differential for a particular
segment of game time. Summing these point differential changes across a 48-
minute game, we obtain an aggregate point differential. Again, we initialize the
system in the state corresponding to the lineup most often used by the team. To
simulate a game between two teams, we simulate each team’s aggregate point
differential separately; the team with the larger value is then declared the winner.
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In the most basic scoring model, we assign to each 5-man unit an average
scoring rate. That is, across the entire training set, we sum the change in point
differentials for a particular 5-man unit and divide by the total time this 5-
man unit spent on the court. Using this scoring rate, we simulate each of the
1230 regular season games 100 times and average the results for each game. We
produce from this simulation three confusion matrices corresponding to true and
predicted winners (H = home, V = visiting):
H V[ ]
H 506 202
V 200 322
H V[ ]
H 329 94
V 152 280
H V[ ]
H 220 54
V 90 186
Rows correspond to predictions while columns correspond to the truth. From
left to right, we show results on all games (overall accuracy of 0.67), games in
which the predicted margin was ≥ 5 points (overall accuracy of 0.71), and games
in which the predicted margin was ≥ 10 points (overall accuracy of 0.73).
4.2 Results for the 2014-15 NBA Playoffs
Because we used regular-season data to train the model, we must consider the
above results to be training set results. To develop test set results, we consider
the recently concluded NBA playoffs. For each best-of-7 playoff series, we predict
the winner, the expected margin of victory, and the probability of victory. Note
that the margin here is in terms of the game score, i.e., if one team sweeps
another, the margin is 4, whereas if the series goes to a seventh game, the margin
will necessarily be 1. We present our predictions on the left and the truth on
the right: Overall, our model correctly predicts 11 out of the 15 playoff series
winners. Two of the erroneous predictions were made on series that were decided
in a seventh and final game.
Ridge Regression. The next scoring model we present is built using ridge re-
gression [?]. Each NBA team plays 82 games in a regular season. For team i,
consider the 82 × Ni matrix that indicates the number of seconds each 5-man
unit played in each game. Let this matrix be X, and let y be the 82× 1 vector
giving the margin of victory or defeat for each game. The rough idea is to find β
such that Xβ = y. In this case, β will contain a plus/minus rate for each 5-man
unit.
There are two caveats. First, because Ni > 82 for all i, the linear system
is underdetermined. We choose ridge regression over LASSO for this problem
because we would like to determine a nonzero plus/minus rate for as many 5-man
units as possible. If this rate happens to be close to zero, then that is acceptable,
but we see no reason to promote sparsity as in LASSO. The second caveat is
that while the usual ridge regression penalty is ‖β‖22, in our case, following this
procedure yields worse results than the average scoring rate model described
above. Therefore, we change the penalty to ‖β−β0‖22, where β0 is the vector of
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Series Winner Margin Probability Winner Margin
NO at GS GS 1.43 0.75 GS 4
Dal at Hou Hou 0.08 0.50 Hou 3
SA at LAC SA 0.24 0.51 LAC 1
Mem at Por Por 0.39 0.58 Mem 3
Mem at GS GS 1.07 0.64 GS 2
LAC at Hou LAC 0.72 0.64 Hou 1
Hou at GS GS 1.63 0.77 GS 3
Bkn at Atl Atl 2.05 0.82 Atl 2
Bos at Cle Cle 2.38 0.86 Cle 4
Mil at Chi Chi 0.92 0.66 Chi 2
Was at Tor Tor 1.04 0.68 Was 4
Was at Atl Atl 1.75 0.81 Atl 2
Chi at Cle Cle 0.91 0.67 Cle 2
Cle at Atl Cle 0.32 0.55 Cle 4
Cle at GS GS 0.32 0.58 GS 2
Table 3. Predictions (left, with non-integer values of margin) and ground truth (right)
for 15 NBA playoff series. The above results are test set results using the continuous-
time Markov chain substitution model and the simple average scoring rate model. The
model correctly predicts 11/15 of the winners.
average scoring rates used in the earlier scoring model. We can implement this
easily by considering β = β0 + β1. Then the ridge objective function is:
Jλ(β1) = ‖ (y −Xβ0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
y′
−Xβ1‖22 +
λ
2
‖β1‖22.
Passing y′ and X to a ridge regression solver then yields, for a fixed value of λ,
a minimizer β1. We use 10-fold cross-validation on the training set to determine
an optimal value of λ; we then rerun the ridge regression on the entire training
set using this optimal λ. This yields β1, which we add to β0 to obtain the scoring
rate model. Of course, this procedure is repeated for each team.
Using ridge regression, we improve our training set performance, as displayed
in the following confusion matrix:
[
509 194
197 330
]
. The overall accuracy is now 0.682.
We also see a slight improvement in test set performance as display in the left-
most table in Table 4, as we are now correctly predicting 12/15 or 80% of the
playoff winners. Among the models developed in this paper, the ridge regression
model is the best. Again, two of the incorrect predictions are for series that were
decided in seven games.
Support Vector Regression. The next scoring model we consider is support vector
regression (SVR) with a radial basis function kernel. For team i, we extract from
the training data all rows and columns corresponding to 5-man units from team
i. This yields, for each team, a training matrix with approximately 1500-2500
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Winner Margin Prob.
GS 1.74 0.78
Hou 0.44 0.57
SA 0.42 0.54
Por 0.29 0.56
GS 0.32 0.53
Hou 0.01 0.53
GS 0.88 0.63
Atl 2.15 0.82
Cle 2.07 0.88
Chi 1.11 0.71
Tor 0.88 0.64
Atl 1.36 0.72
Cle 1.04 0.70
Cle 0.31 0.54
GS 0.16 0.51
Winner Margin Prob.
GS 2.50 0.90
Hou 3.20 0.90
LAC 0.80 0.90
Por 1.70 0.90
Mem 0.30 0.90
Hou 2.10 0.90
Hou 0.30 0.90
Bkn 2.50 0.90
Cle 0.80 0.90
Mil 0.80 0.90
Was 1.80 0.90
Was 3.20 0.90
Chi 2.90 0.90
Atl 1.90 0.90
GS 2.70 0.90
Winner Margin Prob.
GS 3.40 1.00
Hou 2.60 0.90
LAC 1.40 0.90
Por 1.00 0.70
GS 0.80 0.50
Hou 1.50 0.70
Hou 0.20 0.60
Bkn 2.40 1.00
Cle 2.50 0.80
Mil 1.50 0.70
Was 0.30 0.50
Was 0.30 0.60
Cle 2.00 0.80
Cle 0.10 0.50
GS 0.10 0.50
Table 4. Test set results for ridge regression (left, 80% accuracy), support vector
regression (center, 46% accuracy), and k-nearest neighbor regression (right, 66% accu-
racy). Note that the ridge regression scoring rate model results in a correct prediction
for 12 out of the 15 playoff series; this is the best model considered in this paper. For
the order of the playoff series and true winners, please see Table 3.
rows and exactly Ni columns. We fit one SVR model to each training matrix.
Then, when simulating a game, we use this SVR model to predict the change in
point differential generated by a particular 5-man unit over a particular stretch
of time.
Test set results for the SVR model are given in the central table in Table 4.
Because this model is more computationally intensive than the prior models, we
simulated each NBA playoff series 10 times rather than 100 times. Overall, we
see that only 7/15 or 46% of series winners have been predicted correctly.
Nearest Neighbor Regression. The final scoring model we consider is a k-nearest
neighbor regression model with k = 3. We train this model on the same set of
matrices used to train the SVR model. Playoff predictions are given in the right-
most table in Table 4. In situations where both teams won 5 of the 10 simulated
series, we chose the team whose expected margin was positive. Overall, we see
that 10/15 or 66% of series winners have been predicted correctly.
4.3 Additional Model Evaluation and Usage
To assess whether our test set prediction accuracy is meaningful, we have built
three “box score” models. These models select—as a playoff series winner—the
team that has (i) scored the most points in the regular season, (ii) achieved the
best regular season winning percentage, and (iii) achieved the highest playoff
seeding. Respectively, these models correctly predict 8/15, 11/15, and 12/15 of
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the playoff series’ winners. Of course, our model is more complex than these box
score models; naturally, we should expect our model to be capable of answering
more complex questions than a box score model is capable of answering.
Our model is particularly well suited to answer “What if?” questions in-
volving player/lineup usage. For example, the model can be used to assess the
impact of a player being injured. Atlanta’s Kyle Korver, one of the best three-
point shooters in the NBA, was injured and did not play after the first two
games of the playoff series against the Cleveland Cavaliers. From the next to the
last row of Table 4, we see that the continuous-time Markov chain with ridge
regression scoring rate predicts that Cleveland should win the series against At-
lanta with a probability of 0.54 and a margin of less than one game (specifically,
0.31 games). These results assume that the usage of players mirrors that of the
regular season, i.e., that Korver is healthy and able to play. As a test, we have
removed from the Atlanta Hawks’ transition matrix any 5-man lineup that in-
volves Korver. Rerunning the simulation, we now find that Cleveland should win
the series with a probability of 0.79 and a margin of almost 2 games (specifically,
1.72 games). This is closer to the real result, a 4-game series sweep by Cleveland.
While we have simulated the effect of a player not being to play at all, we
note that we can also simulate more subtle scenarios such as (i) a player only
being able to play a limited number of minutes per game, or (ii) a coach making a
conscious decision to use particular lineups more often against a given opponent.
We view our model as a modular component to be incorporated into (rather
than to replace) models that involve traditional predictors such as those used in
the box score models above. Our best model uses ridge regression to infer the
scoring rate for each 5-man unit, but completely ignores informative data such
as who actually won each regular season game. In future work, we seek to use
this information to generate improved predictions for the outcomes of games.
5 Conclusion
Given the simplicity of the model employed, our results are encouraging. There
are several clear directions in which the model can be generalized and improved.
First, at the moment, we are using a basic frequentist procedure to infer the tran-
sition rates of the continuous-time Markov chain. In ongoing work, we seek to
compare this procedure against more sophisticated techniques such as variational
Bayes and particle-based Monte Carlo inference [?,?]. Second, the continuous-
time Markov chain assumes that the holding time in each state has an exponen-
tial distribution. We seek to generalize this to a distribution that more accurately
models the data; this will yield a semi-Markov process as in [?]. While we have
tested nonlinear regression models such as SVR, we have not conducted exten-
sive cross-validation studies to find more optimal values of parameters for these
models. For these nonlinear models, it may be beneficial to consider several
years worth of training data. Finally, we expect that our scoring model can be
improved by incorporating the effect of the opposing 5-man unit on the court.
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Abstract. There seems to be an upper limit to predicting the outcome
of matches in (semi-)professional sports. Recent work has proposed that
this is due to chance and attempts have been made to simulate the
distribution of win percentages to identify the most likely proportion of
matches decided by chance. We argue that the approach that has been
chosen so far makes some simplifying assumptions that cause its result
to be of limited practical value. Instead, we propose to use clustering of
statistical team profiles and observed scheduling information to derive
limits on the predictive accuracy for particular seasons, which can be
used to assess the performance of predictive models on those seasons.
We show that the resulting simulated distributions are much closer to
the observed distributions and give higher assessments of chance and
tighter limits on predictive accuracy.
1 Introduction
In our last work on the topic of NCAA basketball [7], we speculated about
the existence of a “glass ceiling” in (semi-)professional sports match outcome
prediction, noting that season-long accuracies in the mid-seventies seemed to
be the best that could be achieved for college basketball, with similar results
for other sports. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that we are
lacking the attributes to properly describe sports teams, having difficulties to
capture player experience or synergies, for instance. While we still intend to
explore this direction in future work,1 we consider a different question in this
paper: the influence of chance on match outcomes.
Even if we were able to accurately describe sports teams in terms of their
performance statistics, the fact remains that athletes are humans, who might
make mistakes and/or have a particularly good/bad day, that matches are ref-
ereed by humans, see before, that injuries might happen during the match, that
the interaction of balls with obstacles off which they ricochet quickly becomes
too complex to even model etc. Each of these can affect the match outcome
to varying degrees and especially if we have only static information from be-
fore the match available, it will be impossible to take them into account during
prediction.
1 Others in the sports analytics community are hard at work doing just that, especially
for “under-described sports such as European soccer or NFL football.
While this may be annoying from the perspective of a researcher in sports
analytics, from the perspective of sports leagues and betting operators, this is a
feature, not a bug. Matches of which the outcome is effectively known beforehand
do not create a lot of excitement among fans, nor will they motivate bettors to
take risks.
Intuitively, we would expect that chance has a stronger effect on the outcome
of a match if the two opponents are roughly of the same quality, and if scoring
is relatively rare: since a single goal can decide a soccer match, one (un)lucky
bounce is all it needs for a weaker team to beat a stronger one. In a fast-paced
basketball game, in which the total number of points can number in the two hun-
dreds, a single basket might be the deciding event between two evenly matched
teams but probably not if the skill difference is large.
For match outcome predictions, a potential question is then: “How strong is
the impact of chance for a particular league?”, in particular since quantifying
the impact of chance also allows to identify the “glass ceiling” for predictions.
The topic has been explored for the NFL in [1], which reports
The actual observed distribution of win-loss records in the NFL is indis-
tinguishable from a league in which 52.5% of the games are decided at
random and not by the comparative strength of each opponent.
Using the same methodology, Weissbock et al. [6] derive that 76% of matches
in the NHL are decided by chance. As we will argue in the following section,
however, the approach used in those works is not applicable to NCAA basketball.
2 Identifying the impact of chance by Monte Carlo
simulations
The general idea used by Burke and Weissbock2 is the following:
1. A chance value c ∈ [0, 1] is chosen.
2. Each out of a set of virtual teams is randomly assigned a strength rating.
3. For each match-up, a value v ∈ [0, 1] is randomly drawn from a uniform
distribution.
– If v ≥ c, the stronger team wins.
– Otherwise, the winner is decided by throwing an unweighted coin.
4. The simulation is re-iterated a large number of times (e.g. 10, 000) to smooth
results.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of win percentages for 340 teams, 40 matches
per team (roughly the settings of an NCAA basketball season including playoffs),
and 10, 000 iterations for c = 0.0 (pure skill), c = 1.0 (pure chance), and c = 0.5.
By using a goodness of fit test – χ2 in the case of Burke’s work, F-Test in the
case of Weissbock’s – the c-value is identified for which the simulated distribution
fits the empirically observed one best, leading to the values reproduced in the
2 For details for Weissbock’s work, we direct the reader to [5].
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Fig. 1. MC simulated win percentage distributions for different amounts of chance
introduction. The identified c-value can then be used to calculate the upper limit
on predictive accuracy in the sport: since in 1− c cases the stronger team wins,
and a predictor that predicts the stronger team to win can be expected to be
correct in half the remaining cases in the long run, the upper limit lies at:
(1− c) + c/2,
leading in the case of
– the NFL to: 0.475 + 0.2625 = 0.7375, and
– the NHL to: 0.24 + 0.36 = 0.62
Any predictive accuracy that lies above those limits is due to the statistical
quirks of the observed season: theoretically it is possible that chance always
favors the stronger team, in which case predictive accuracy would actually be
1.0. As we will argue in the following section, however, NCAA seasons (and not
only they) are likely to be quirky indeed.
3 Limitations of the MC simulation for NCAA basketball
A remarkable feature of Figure 1 is the symmetry and smoothness of the result-
ing curves. This is an artifact of the distribution assumed to model the theoret-
ical distribution of win percentages – the Binomial distribution – together with
the large number of iterations. This can be best illustrated in the “pure skill”
setting: even if the stronger team were always guaranteed to win a match, real-
world sports schedules do not guarantee that any team actually plays against
representative mix of teams both weaker and stronger than itself. A reasonably
strong team could still lose every single match, and a weak one could win at a
reasonable clip. One league where this is almost unavoidable is the NFL, which
consists of 32 teams, each of which plays 16 regular season matches (plus at
most 4 post-season matches), and ranking “easiest” and “hardest” schedules in
the NFL is an every-season exercise. Burke himself worked with an empirical
distribution that showed two peaks, one before 0.5 win percentage, one after. He
argued that this is due to the small sample size (five seasons).
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Fig. 2. Observed distribution of win percentages in the NCAA, 2008–2013
The situation is even more pronounced in NCAA basketball, where 340+
Division I teams play at most 40 matches each. Figure 2 shows the empirical
distribution for win percentages in NCAA basketball for six season (2008–2013).3
While there is a pronounced peak for a win percentage of 0.5 for 2008 and 2012,
the situation is different for 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2013. Even for the former
two seasons, the rest of the distribution does not have the shape of a Binomial
distribution. Instead it seems to be that of a mix of distributions – e.g. “pure
skill” for match-ups with large strength disparities overlaid over “pure chance”
for approximately evenly matched teams.
NCAA scheduling is subject to conference memberships and teams will try to
pad out their schedules with relatively easy wins, violating the implicit assump-
tions made for the sake of MC simulations. This also means that the “statistical
quirks” mentioned above are often the norm for any given season, not the ex-
ception. Thought to its logical conclusion, the results that can be derived from
the Monte Carlo simulation described above are purely theoretical: if one could
observe an effectively unlimited number of seasons, during which schedules
are not systematically imbalanced, the overall attainable predictive accu-
racy were bound by the limit than can be derived by the simulation. For a given
3 The choice of seasons is purely due to availability of data at the time of writing and
we intend to extend our analysis in the future.
season, however, and the question how well a learned model performed w.r.t. the
specificities of that season, this limit might be too high (or too low).
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As an illustration, consider Figure 3.4 The MC simulation that matches the
observed proportion of teams having a win percentage of 0.5 is derived by set-
ting c = 0.42, implying that a predictive accuracy of 0.79 should be possible.
The MC simulation that fits the observed distribution best, according to the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (overestimates the proportion of teams having a
win percentage of 0.5 along the way), is derived from c = 0.525 (same as Burke’s
NFL analysis), setting the predictive limit to 0.7375. Both curves have visually
nothing in common with the observed distribution, yet the null hypothesis – that
both samples derive from the same distribution – is not rejected at the 0.001
level by the KS test for sample comparison. This hints at the weakness of using
such tests to establish similarity: CDFs and standard deviations might simply
not provide enough information to decide whether a distribution is appropriate.
4 Deriving limits for specific seasons
The ideal case derived from the MC simulation does not help us very much in
assessing how close a predictive model comes to the best possible prediction.
Instead of trying to answer the theoretical question: What is the expected limit
to predictive accuracy for a given league?,
we therefore want to answer the practical question: Given a specific season, what
was the highest possible predictive accuracy?.
4 Other seasons show similar behavior, so we treat 2008 as a representative example.
To this end, we still need to find a way of estimating the impact of chance
on match outcomes, while taking the specificities of scheduling into account. The
problem with estimating the impact of chance stays the same, however: for any
given match, we need to know the relative strength of the two teams but if we
knew that, we would have no need to learn a predictive model in the first place.
If one team has a lower adjusted offense efficiency than the other (i.e. scoring
less), for example, but also a lower adjusted defensive efficiency (i.e. giving up
fewer points), should it be considered weaker, stronger, or of the same strength?
Learning a model for relative strength and using it to assess chance would
therefore feed the models potential errors back into that estimate. What we can
attempt to identify, however, is which teams are similar.
4.1 Clustering team profiles and deriving match-up settings
Offensive stats Defensive stats
AdjOEff Points per 100 possessions scored, AdjDEff Points per 100 possessions allowed,
adjusted for opponent’s strength adjusted for opponent’s strength
OeFG% Effective field goal percentage DeFG% eFG% allowed
OTOR Turnover rate DTOR TOR forced
OORR Offensive rebound rate DORR ORR allowed
OFTR Free throw rate DFTR FTR allowed
Table 1. Team statistics
We describe each team in terms of their adjusted efficiencies, and their Four
Factors, adopting Ken Pomeroy’s representation [4]. Each statistic is present
both in its offensive form – how well the team performed, and in its defensive
form – how well it allowed its opponents to perform (Table 1). We use the
averaged end-of-season statistics, leaving us with approximately 340 data points
per season. Clustering daily team profiles, to identify finer-grained relationships,
and teams’ development over the course of the season, is left as future work.
As a clustering algorithm, we used the WEKA [2] implementation of the EM
algorithm with default parameters. This involves EM selecting the appropriate
number of clusters by internal cross validation, with the second row of Table 2
showing how many clusters have been found per season.
Season 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Number of Clusters 5 4 6 7 4 3
Cluster IDs in Tournament 1,5 4 2,6 1,2,5 3,4 2
Table 2. Number of clusters per season and clusters represented in the NCAA tour-
nament
As can be seen, depending on the season, the EM algorithm does not separate
the 340 teams into many different statistical profiles. Additionally, as the third
row shows, only certain clusters, representing relatively strong teams, make it
into the NCAA tournament, with the chance to eventually play for the national
championship (and one cluster dominates, like Cluster 5 in 2008). These are
strong indications that the clustering algorithm does indeed discover similarities
among teams that allow us to abstract “relative strength”. Using the clustering
results, we can re-encode a season’s matches in terms of the clusters to which
the playing teams belong, capturing the specificities of the season’s schedule.
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Weaker opponent
Cluster 1 76/114 161/203 52/53 168/176 65/141 381/687 (0.5545)
Cluster 2 100/176 298/458 176/205 429/491 91/216 705/1546 (0.4560)
Cluster 3 7/32 55/170 47/77 119/194 4/40 119/513 (0.2320)
Cluster 4 22/79 161/379 117/185 463/769 28/145 117/1557 (0.0751)
Cluster 5 117/154 232/280 78/83 232/247 121/198 659/962 (.6850)
Table 3. Wins and total matches for different cluster pairings, 2008
Table 3 summarizes the re-encoded schedule for 2008. The re-encoding al-
lows us to flesh out the intuition mentioned in the introduction some more:
teams from the same cluster can be expected to have approximately the same
strength, increasing the impact of chance on the outcome. Since we want to take
all non-chance effects into account, we encode pairings in terms of which teams
has home-court. The left margin indicates which team has home court in the
pairing: this means, for instance, that while teams from Cluster 1 beat teams
from Cluster 2 almost 80% of the time when they have home court advantage,
teams from Cluster 2 prevail in almost 57% of the time if home court advantage
is theirs. The effect of home court advantage is particularly pronounced on the
diagonal, where unconditional winning percentages by definition should be at
approximately 50%. Instead, home court advantage pushes them always above
60%. One can also see that the majority of cases teams were matched up with a
team stronger than (or as strong as) themselves. Table 3 is the empirical instan-
tiation of our remark in Section 3: instead of a single distribution, 2008 seems
to have been a weighted mixture of 25 distributions.5 None of these specificities
can be captured by the unbiased MC simulation.
4.2 Estimating chance
The re-encoded schedule includes all the information we need to assess the effects
of chance. The win percentage for a particular cluster pairing indicates which of
the two clusters should be considered the stronger one in those circumstances,
and from those matches that are lost by the stronger team, we can calculate the
chance involved.
Consider, for instance, the pairing Cluster 5 – Cluster 2. When playing at
home, teams from Cluster 5 win this match-up in 82.85% of the cases! This is
5 Although some might be similar enough to be merged.
the practical limit to predictive accuracy in this setting for a model that always
predicts the stronger team to win, and in the same way we used c to calculate
that limit above, we can now inverse the process: c = 2 ∗ (1 − 0.8285) = 0.343.
When teams from Cluster 5 welcomed teams from Cluster 2 on their home court
in 2008, the overall outcome is indistinguishable from 34.3% of matches having
been decided by chance.
The impact of chance for each cluster pairing, and the number of matches
that have been played in particular settings, finally, allows us to calculate the
effect of chance on the entire season, and using this result, the upper limit for
predictive accuracy that could have been reached for a particular season.
Season 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Unconstrained EM
KS 0.0526 0.0307 0.0506 0.0327 0.0539 0.0429
Chance 0.5736 0.5341 0.5066 0.5343 0.5486 0.5322
Limit for predictive accuracy 0.7132 0.7329 0.7467 0.7329 0.7257 0.7339
Optimized EM (Section 6)
KS 0.0236 0.0307 0.0396 0.0327 0.0315 0.0410
Chance 0.4779 0.5341 0.4704 0.5343 0.4853 0.5311
Limit 0.7610 0.7329 0.7648 0.7329 0.7573 0.7345
KenPom prediction 0.7105 0.7112 0.7244 0.7148 0.7307 0.7035
Table 4. Effects of chance on different seasons’ matches and limit on predictive accu-
racy (for team encoding shown in Table 1)
The upper part of Table 4 shows the resulting effects of chance and the limits
regarding predictive accuracy for the six seasons under consideration. Notably,
the last row shows the predictive accuracy when using the method described on
[4]: the Log5-method, with Pythagorean expectation to derive each team’s win
probability, and the adjusted efficiencies of the home (away) team improved (de-
teriorated) by 1.4%. This method effectively always predicts the stronger team
to win and should therefore show similar behavior as the observed outcomes. Its
accuracy is always close to the limit and in one case (2012) actually exceeds it.
One could explain this by the use of daily instead of end-of-season statistics but
there is also another aspect in play. To describe that aspect, we need to discuss
simulating seasons.
5 Simulating seasons
With the scheduling information and the impact of chance for different pairings,
we can simulate seasons in a similar manner to the Monte Carlo simulations we
have discussed above, but with results that are much closer to the distribution
of observed seasons. Figure 3 shows that while the simulated distribution is not
equivalent to the observed one, it shows very similar trends. In addition, while
the KS test does not reject any of the three simulated distributions, the distance
of the one resulting from our approach to the observed one is lower than for the
two Monte Carlo simulated ones.
The figure shows the result of simulating the season 10, 000 times, leading to
the stabilization of the distribution. For fewer iterations, e.g. 100 or less, distri-
butions that diverge more from the observed season can be created. In particular,
this allows the exploration of counterfactuals: if certain outcomes were due to
chance, how would the model change if they came out differently? Finally, the in-
formation encoded in the different clusters – means of statistics and co-variance
matrices – allows the generation of synthetic team instances that fit the cluster
(similar to value imputation), which in combination with scheduling information
could be used to generate wholly synthetic seasons to augment the training data
used for learning predictive models. We plan to explore this direction in future
work.
6 Finding a good clustering
Coming back to predictive limits, there is no guarantee that the number of
clusters found by the unconstrained EM will actually result in a distribution of
win percentages that is necessarily close to the observed one. Instead, we can
use the approach outlined in the preceding section to find a good clustering to
base our chance and predictive accuracy limits on:
1. We let EM cluster teams for a fixed number of clusters (we evaluated 4–20)
2. For a derived clustering, we simulate 10,000 seasons
3. The resulting distribution is compared to the observed one using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov score
The full details of the results of this optimization are too extensive to show
here but what is interesting to see is that a) increasing the number of clusters
does not automatically lead to a better fit with the observed distribution, and
b) clusterings with different numbers of clusters occasionally lead to the same
KS, validating our comment in Footnote 5.
Based on the clustering with the lowest KS, we calculate chance and predic-
tive limit and show them in the second set of rows of Table 4. There are several
seasons for which EM already found the opimal assigment of teams to clusters
(2009, 2011). Generally speaking, optimizing the fit allows to lower the KS quite
a bit and leads to lower estimated chance and higher predictive limits. For both
categories, however, the fact remains that different seasons were influenced by
chance to differing degrees and therefore different limits exist. Furthermore, the
limits we have found stay significantly below 80% and are different from the
limits than can be derived from MC simulation.
Those results obviously come with some caveats:
1. Teams were described in terms of adjusted efficiencies and Four Factors –
adding or removing statistics could lead to different numbers of clusters and
different cluster memberships.
2. Predictive models that use additional information, e.g. experience of players,
or networks models for drawing comparisons between teams that did not play
each other, can exceed the limits reported in Table 4.
The table also indicates that it might be less than ideal to learn from preceding
seasons to predict the current one (the approach we have chosen in our previous
work): having a larger element of chance (e.g. 2009) could bias the learner against
relatively stronger teams and lead it to underestimate a team’s chances in a more
regular season (e.g. 2010).
7 Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we have considered the question of the impact of chance on the
outcome of (semi-)professional sports matches in more detail. In particular, we
have shown that the unbiased MC simulations used to assess chance in the
NFL and NHL are not applicable to the college basketball setting. We have
argued that the resulting limits on predictive accuracy rest on simplifying and
idealized assumptions and therefore do not help in assessing the performance of
a predictive model on a particular season.
As an alternative, we propose clustering teams’ statistical profiles and re-
encoding a season’s schedule in terms of which clusters play against each other.
Using this approach, we have shown that college basketball seasons violate the
assumptions of the unbiased MC simulation, given higher estimates for chance,
as well as tighter limits for predictive accuracy.
There are several directions that we intend to pursue in the future. First,
as we have argued above, NCAA basketball is not the only setting in which
imbalanced schedules occur. We would expect similar effects in the NFL, and
even in the NBA, where conference membership has an effect. What is needed
to explore this question is a good statistical representation of teams, something
that is easier to achieve for basketball than football/soccer teams.
In addition, as we have mentioned in Section 5, the exploration of counter-
factuals and generation of synthetic data should help in analyzing sports better.
We find a recent paper [3] particularly inspirational, in that the authors used a
detailed simulation of substitution and activity patterns to explore alternative
outcomes for an NBA playoff series.
Finally, since we can identify different cluster pairings and the differing of
chance therein, separating those cases and training classifiers idependently for
each could improve classification accuracy. To achieve this, however, we will need
solve the problem of clustering statistical profiles over the entire season – which
should also allow to identify certain trends over the course of seasons.
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A Clustered schedules for different seasons,
unconstrained EM
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Weaker opponent
Cluster 1 133/197 46/182 105/272 1/45 0/696 (0.0000)
Cluster 2 210/227 231/352 262/374 76/247 472/1200 (0.3933)
Cluster 3 261/308 192/357 409/663 56/261 453/1589 (0.2851)
Cluster 4 210/211 341/374 424/448 515/818 975/1851 (0.5267)
Table 5. Wins and total matches for different cluster pairings, 2009
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Weaker opponent
Cluster 1 129/204 18/104 6/14 47/126 33/145 0/18 0/611 (0.0000)
Cluster 2 163/167 269/437 76/105 255/292 134/195 73/249 628/1445 (0.4346)
Cluster 3 29/34 64/95 12/18 49/58 21/41 30/87 163/333 (0.4895)
Cluster 4 109/136 71/240 19/46 159/232 55/119 6/87 109/860 (0.1267)
Cluster 5 147/163 87/166 14/23 101/123 71/118 17/57 349/650 (0.5369)
Cluster 6 120/120 336/361 100/117 169/172 133/141 360/579 858/1490 (0.5758)
Table 6. Wins and total matches for different cluster pairings, 2010
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 Weaker opponent
Cluster 1 89/138 140/174 40/40 69/73 93/185 97/103 86/99 525/812 (0.6466)
Cluster 2 66/148 235/369 70/71 141/167 29/121 166/206 118/176 495/1258 (0.3935)
Cluster 3 2/14 15/55 29/39 16/42 0/8 20/85 4/31 0/274 (0.0000)
Cluster 4 10/48 48/151 36/40 42/85 2/28 55/100 28/68 91/520 (0.1750)
Cluster 5 166/217 187/206 43/43 79/80 205/339 80/83 148/160 703/1128 (0.6232)
Cluster 6 11/49 76/178 77/88 72/97 7/47 94/151 34/65 183/675 (0.2711)
Cluster 7 29/82 97/160 57/58 59/72 30/125 74/92 79/127 287/716 (0.4008)
Table 7. Wins and total matches for different cluster pairings, 2011
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Weaker opponent
Cluster 1 108/201 110/320 20/119 19/121 0/761 (0.0000)
Cluster 2 362/416 610/960 105/354 175/394 362/2124 (0.1704)
Cluster 3 197/197 458/500 264/418 191/251 846/1366 (0.6193)
Cluster 4 179/191 373/454 111/245 163/258 552/1148 (0.4808)
Table 8. Wins and total matches for different cluster pairings, 2012
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Weaker opponent
Cluster 1 507/807 89/374 272/567 0/1748 (0.0000)
Cluster 2 569/607 622/967 518/578 1087/2152 (0.5051)
Cluster 3 435/611 119/381 358/572 435/1564 (0.2781)
Table 9. Wins and total matches for different cluster pairings, 2013
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Abstract. Recent work has applied the Markov Game formalism from
AI to model game dynamics for ice hockey, using a large state space. Dy-
namic programming is used to learn action-value functions that quantify
the impact of actions on goal scoring. Learning is based on a massive
dataset that contains over 2.8M events in the National Hockey League.
As an application of the Markov model, we use the learned action val-
ues to measure the impact of player actions on goal scoring. Players are
ranked according to the aggregate goal impact of their actions. We show
that this ranking is consistent across across seasons, and compare it with
previous player metrics, such as plus-minus and total points.
1 Introduction
This paper describes and extends a recent approach to sports analytics that
applies advanced concepts from Artificial Intelligence to model game dynamics.
This approach models game dynamics using Markov games [4], a multi-agent
extension of Markov Decision Processes. A Markov game model can answer a
fundamental question about a sport: Which actions contribute to winning in
what situation?
We approach this question for ice hockey by learning an action-value func-
tion, or Q-function, for a Markov game model of the National Hockey League
(NHL). In reinforcement learning (RL) notation, the expression Q(s, a) denotes
the expected reward of taking action a in state s. We learn a Q-function from
a massive dataset about matches in the National Hockey League (NHL). This
dataset comprises all play-by-play events from 2007 to 2014, for a total of over
2.8M events/actions and almost 600K play sequences. The Markov Game model
comprises over 1.3M states. Whereas most previous works on Markov Game
models aim to compute optimal strategies or policies [4], we learn a model of
how hockey is actually played, and do not aim to compute optimal strategies. In
RL terminology, we learn a Q-function for the on-policy setting [13]. Motivation
for learning a Q-function for NHL hockey dynamics includes knowledge discovery
and player evaluation, which is the application we focus on in this paper.
Knowledge Discovery. The Markov Game model provides information about
the likely consequences of actions. The basic model and algorithms can easily be
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adapted to study different outcomes of interest, such as goals and penalties. For
example, with goals as rewards, a Q-function specifies the impact of an action on
future goals. With penalties as costs in the same model, the resulting Q-function
specifies the impact of an action on future penalties.
Player Evaluation. One of the main tasks for sports statistics is evaluating
the performance of players [11]. A common approach is to assign action values,
and sum the corresponding values each time a player takes the respective action.
A simple and widely used example in ice hockey is the +/- score: for each goal
scored by (against) a player's team when he is on the ice, add +1 (-1) point.
Researchers have developed several extensions of +/- for hockey [5, 12, 10]. The
NHL has started publishing advanced player statistics such as the Corsi (Shot
Attempts) and Fenwick (Unblocked Shot Attempts) ratings.1 Using action values
defined by the Q-function has two major advantages compared to the previous
action count approaches used in ice hockey. (1) The Markov game model is
aware of the context of actions within a game. In the Markov Game model,
context = state. (2) An action may have medium-term and/or ripple effects
rather than immediate consequences. For example, penalties have a short-term
but not immediate effect on goal scoring. Therefore evaluating the impact of an
action requires look-ahead, which the Q-function provides.
To evaluate player performance, we use the Q-function to quantify the value
of a player's action in a context. The action values are then aggregated over
games and seasons to get player impact scores. Player impact scores correlate
with plausible alternative scores, such as a player's total points, but improve
on these measures, as our impact score is based on many more events. A new
finding is that player impact on goals correlates well across seasons (r = 0.7).
Contributions. We make our extensive dataset available on-line, in addition to
our code and the learned Markov game model [9]. The main contributions of
this paper may be summarized as follows:
1. We describe a set of recent developments that apply Markov game modelling
to sports analytics. Learning a Q-function provides context-aware action
values to score hockey player actions based on look-ahead from the current
game context.
2. We show that the resulting player rankings are consistent across seasons.
2 Related Work
This paper is an extension of our previous work [8]. The closest predecessor to
our work in ice hockey is the Total Hockey Rating (THoR) [10]. This assigns
a value to all actions, not only goals. Actions were evaluated based on whether
or not a goal occurred in the following 20 seconds after an action. This work
used data from the 2006/2007 NHL season only. THoR assumes a fixed value
for every action and does not account for the context in which an action takes
1 nhl.com
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place. Furthermore, the window of 20 seconds restricts the look-ahead value of
each action.
The Win-Probability-Added player metric [6, 3] scores the importance of a
goal relative to the game context. This work uses a Markov model as well, which
is a submodel of ours in the following sense: (1) The only actions considered are
goals. (2) The context includes the current goal and manpower differentials, but
not the period and not the recent play history. Their work does, however, include
the current game time, unlike our model. The game time is especially important
for propagating the impact of an action to a final win, since for instance the
probability of a win is 1 if a goal puts a team ahead in the last minute.
In a finalist paper at the MIT Sloan conference, [2] Cervone et al. used
spatial-temporal tracking data for basketball to build the Pointwise model
for valuing player decisions and player actions. Conceptually, their approach
to defining action values is the closest predecessor to ours: The counterpart
to the value of a state in a Markov game is called expected possession value
(EPV). The counterpart to the impact of an action on this value is called EPV-
added (EPVA). Cervone et al. emphasize the potential of the context-based
impact definitions for knowledge discovery: we assert that most questions that
coaches, players, and fans have about basketball, particularly those that involve
the offense, can be phrased and answered in terms of EPV [i.e., the Q-function].
While the definition of action impact is conceptually very similar, [2] use neither
AI terminology nor AI techniques. Moreover, the NHL does not yet have and
therefore we do not use spatial tracking data, which is the main focus of [2].
Cervone et al. [1] note that the Q-function approach for valuing actions can
in principle be applied to different types of sports. Substantially smaller Markov
Decision Process Models than ours have been used to model dynamics in various
sports; for a review please see [2] and [8]. To our knowledge these models have
not been applied to valuing actions.
3 Hockey Data Used
We assume familiarity with the basic rules of NHL play; [8] provides a brief
summary. The NHL provides information about sequences of play-by-play events,
which are scraped from http://www.nhl.com and stored in a relational database.
The real-world dataset is formed from 2, 827, 467 play-by-play events recorded by
the NHL for the complete 2007-2014 seasons, regular season and playoff games,
and the first 512 games of the 2014-2015 regular season. A breakdown of this
dataset is shown in Table 1 (left). The type of events recorded by the NHL from
the 2007-2008 regular season and onwards are listed in Table 1. There are two
types of events: actions performed by players and start and end markers for each
play sequence. Every event is marked with a continuous time stamp, and every
action is also marked with a zone Z and which team, Home or Away, carries out
the action.
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Table 1: Left: Size of Dataset. Right: NHL Play-By-Play Events Recorded
Number of Teams 32
Number of Players 1,951
Number of Games 9,220
Number of Sequences 590,924
Number of Events 2,827,467
Action Event Start/End Event
Face-off Period Start
Shot Period End
Missed Shot Early Intermission Start
Blocked Shot Penalty
Takeaway Stoppage
Giveaway Shootout Completed
Hit Game End
Goal Game Off
Early Intermission End
4 Markov Games
A Markov Game [4], is defined by a set of states, S, and a collection of action
sets, one for each agent in the environment. State transitions are controlled by
the current state and one action from each agent. A state transition is associated
with a reward for each agent. In our hockey Markov game model, there are two
players, the Home Team H and the Away Team A. In each state, only one team
performs an action, although not in a turn-based sequence. This reflects the way
the NHL records actions.
A state comprises context features and play sequences that represent the
recent trajectory of the game. A sequence in the NHL play-by-play data corre-
sponds to an episode in Markov decision process terminology.
Context Features remain constant throughout a play sequence (episode). A con-
text state lists the values of relevant features at a point in the game. These
features are shown in Table 2(left), together with the range of integer values
observed. Goal Differential GD is calculated as Number of Home Goals - Num-
ber of Away Goals. A positive (negative) goal differential means the home team
is leading (trailing). Manpower Differential MD is calculated similarly. Period
P represents the current period number the play sequence occurs in, typically
ranging in value from 1 to 5. Periods 1 to 3 are the regular play of an ice hockey
game, and periods 4/5 indicate overtime/shootout periods.
Play Sequences are sequences of actions. The basic action events are shown in
Table 2. Each of these actions has two parameters: which team T performs the
action and the zone Z where the action takes place. Zone Z represents the area
of the ice rink in which an action takes place, relative to the team performing
an action (Offensive, Neutral, Defensive). Table 2 shows an example of a NHL
play-by-play action sequence in tabular form. A state is a pair s = 〈x, h〉 where
x is a list of context features and h a play/action sequence.
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Table 2: The Markov Game State Space. Left: Context Features. Right: Play Se-
quences in Tabular Format. A play sequence h is a sequence of events starting with
exactly one start marker, followed by a list of action events, and ended by at most
one end marker. Start and end markers are shown in Table 1(Right), adding shots and
face-offs as start markers, and goals as end markers.
Name Range
Goal Diff. [-8,8]
Manpower Diff. [-3,3]
Period [1,7]
GameId Period Sequence # Event # Event
1 1 1 1 PERIOD START
1 1 1 2 (Home,Neutral)
1 1 1 3 hit(Away,Neutral)
1 1 1 4 takeaway(Home,Defensive)
1 1 1 5 missed_shot(Away,Offensive)
1 1 1 6 shot(Away,Offensive)
1 1 1 7 giveaway(Away,Defensive)
1 1 1 8 takeaway(Home,Offensive)
1 1 1 9 missed_shot(Away,Offensive)
1 1 1 10 goal(Home,Offensive)
1 1 2 11 face-off(Away,Neutral)
. . .
State Transitions. If h is an incomplete play sequence, we write h ? a for the
play sequence that results from appending a to h, where a is an action event
or an end marker. Similarly if s = 〈x, h〉, then s ? a ≡ 〈x, h ? a〉 denotes the
unique successor state that results from executing action a in s. State transition
examples are shown in Figure 1. Since the complete action history is encoded in
the state, action-state pairs are equivalent to state pairs.
3/20 
Q-value Ticker for ECML 
GD#=#0,#MD#=#2,#P#=#1#
P(Away#goal)#=#32%#
0,2,1#
[face:off(Home,Off.)#
Shot(Away,Off.)]#
P(Away#goal)#=#36%# 0,2,1#
[face:off(Home,Off.)#
Shot(Away,Off.)#
Shot(Away,Off.)]#
P(Away#goal)#=#35%#
0,2,1#
[face:off(Home,Off.),#
Shot(Away,Off.),#
Shot(Away,Off.),#
Shot(Home,Off.),#
Stoppage]#
P(Away#goal)#=#32%#
0,2,1#
[face:off(Home,Offensive),#
Shot(Away,Offensive),#
Shot(Away,Offensive),#
Shot(Home,Offensive)]#
P(Away#goal)#=#32%#
0,2,1#
[face:
off(Home,Off.)]#
P(Away#goal)#=#28%#
0#sec#
Alexander#Steen#
wins#Face:off#
16#sec#
MaP#Duchen#shoots#
22#sec#
Alex#Pientrangelo#
shoots#
41#sec#
Tyson#Barries#shoots#
42#sec#
sequence#ends#Time (sec) 
Q-value = 
P(that away 
team scores 
next goal) 
Fig. 1: The Q-Value Ticker tracks the change in state value during a game. In this
example, Colorado (Home) plays St. Louis (Away), 1st period, 8th play sequence. The
Q-value represents the probability that St. Louis scores the next goal.
Rewards and the Q-Function. Important reward/cost events for hockey include
goals, penalties [8], and final wins [7]. This paper examines goal scoring, repre-
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sented by the following reward function. Any state ending with a home (away)
goal is an absorbing state, where the home (away) team receives a reward of
1. For other states the reward is 0. With this Next Goal reward function, the
expected reward QH(s) represents the probability that if play starts in state s,
a random walk through the state space of unbounded length ends with a goal
for the Home team resp. the Away team. Given the transition probabilities in
the Markov game model, the Q-function values can be computed by dynamic
programming [8].
5 Action Values and Player Impact Rankings.
The impact of an action is a function of context (= Markov state), defined as
follows:
impact(s, a) ≡ QT (s ? a)−QT (s) (1)
where T is the team executing the action a. The impact quantity measures
how performing an action in a state affects the expected reward difference. Fig-
ure 1 shows a Q-value ticker representation of how the Q-values for the Next
Goal reward change with state transitions in a specific game sequence [2]. The
impact measures the magnitude of the Q-value change when an action takes the
match from one state to another. This change measures the impact of an action
on the chance of scoring the next goal. The Next Goal Q-values are very different
from simply counting goals, in at least two respects. (1) The Next Goal Q-values
reflect both offensive and defensive contributions. For example, if a player wins a
face-off in his defensive zone, this decreases the chance that the opposing team
will score the next goal, and therefore increases the chance that his team will
score the next goal. (2) The look-ahead of the Q-value computation means that
actions that lead to goals, not only goals themselves, receive high impact counts.
Routley and Schulte report that averaged over states, shots have the highest
goal impact compared to other actions [8], as one would expect. They show
that depending on the context and event history, the value of an action can vary
greatly. All actions, including penalties, but excluding goals and face-offs won
in the offensive zone, have at least one conext (state) where the action has a
positive impact, and another context with a negative impact.
5.1 Single Season Player Valuations.
To calculate player valuations, we apply the impact of an action to the player
as they perform the action. Next, we sum the impact scores of a player's actions
over a single game, and then over a single season, to compute a net season
impact score for the player. This procedure compares the actions taken by a
specific player to those of the league-average player, similar to previous work
[6, 2]. Since a shot has a high impact on goal chances, it contributes strongly
to the goal impact value, regardless of whether the shot leads to a goal or not.
In this regard our goal impact measure agrees with the intuition behind other
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Table 3: 2014-2015 Top-25 Player Impact Scores For Goals
Name Position Goal Impact Goals Points +/- Takeaways Salary
Jori Lehtera C 17.29 8 25 13 21 $3,250,000
Henrik Zetterberg LW 14.54 7 30 -1 21 $7,500,000
Jason Spezza C 14.33 6 25 -11 25 $4,000,000
Vladimir Tarasenko RW 12.78 20 37 18 20 $900,000
Jonathan Toews C 12.60 13 29 9 19 $6,500,000
Joe Pavelski C 12.22 16 29 5 22 $6,000,000
Kyle Okposo RW 11.79 8 29 -4 18 $3,500,000
Brent Burns D 11.56 10 27 -3 16 $5,760,000
Gustav Nyquist RW 11.47 14 22 -7 15 $1,050,000
Joe Thornton C 11.44 8 30 2 28 $6,750,000
Ryan Kesler C 10.99 12 27 -1 20 $5,000,000
Tomas Plekanec C 10.50 10 23 6 15 $5,000,000
Sidney Crosby C 10.43 10 37 12 18 $12,000,000
Patrick Marleau LW 9.96 7 27 -2 19 $7,000,000
Martin Hanzal C 9.76 6 17 1 16 $3,250,000
Jaden Schwartz LW 9.57 11 27 10 21 $2,000,000
Pavel Datsyuk C 9.51 13 25 4 16 $10,000,000
Steven Stamkos C 9.44 16 33 -2 14 $8,000,000
Alex Ovechkin RW 9.43 16 28 5 18 $10,000,000
Rick Nash LW 9.35 23 36 16 32 $7,900,000
hockey statistics such as the Corsi (Shot Attempts) and Fenwick (Unblocked
Shot Attempts) ratings that reward shot attempts, not goals. The Q-function
provides a principled method for assigning weights to different types of shots
attempts. It also takes into account actions other than shots, such as winning
face-offs.
Table 3 compares impact on Next Goal Scored with three other player rank-
ing metrics: points earned, salary, and +/-. Player impact scores are shown in
Table 3, for the first 512 games of the 2014-2015 season. ables for all seasons are
available as well [7]. Figure 2(left) shows that next goal impact correlates well
with points earned. A point is earned for each goal or assist by a player. The
players with a high impact on goals, also tend to have a positive +/- rating.
5.2 Case Studies
We discuss our findings for some individual players of interest. Table 3 appears
to pass the eye test in that it lists top offensive players of the NHL, including
goal-getters such as Sidney Crosby, Steven Samkos, and Alex Ovechkin. The fact
that these high scores are not ranked at the top illustrates the difference between
goal impact and goals (cf. [6]). All three members of St. Louis' famed STL line
(Schwartz, Tarasenko, Lehtera)2 are among the top 20 in our list. In fact, Jori
Lehtera tops our goal impact list, although his linemate Tarasenko outscored him
2 http://www.nhl.com/ice/news.htm?id=738943
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Fig. 2: Left: 2013-2014 Correlation between Player Goal Impact and Points Earned.
Right: Correlation between Goal Impact in one season and the next, for Seasons 2007-
2014.
by far. Our analysis suggests that Lehtera's actions create the opportunities that
Tarasenko exploits. This pattern fits the traditional division of labor between a
center and a wing player. Tarasenko is also the most undervalued player in our
list. Starting with the 2015-2016 season, St. Louis has signed him for an annual
average of 7.5M contract, which our analysis strongly supports.
Jason Spezza is an anomaly, as he has the third-highest impact score but a
negative +/- score. This may be due to a lack of defensive contributions (defen-
sive actions are underrepresented in the NHL data and therefore in the Q-value
count). Another explanation is that while Spezza generally performs useful ac-
tions, he happens to play on a relatively poor line. A strong example of this
scenario was the 2013-2014 season, where Spezza topped our goal impact list,
but had a very low +/- score of -26 [8]. This reason for this score is that his
Ottawa team performed poorly overall in the 2013-2014 season, with a goal dif-
ferential of -29. Spezza requested a trade, which our analysis would recommend.
At the Dallas Stars, his season total +/- score was more in line with his goal
impact as we would predict. (-7 compared to Dallas' +1 overall).
6 Goal Impact Is Consistent Across Seasons.
A desirable feature of a player ranking score is temporal consistency [6], for at
least two reasons. First, generally the skill of a player does not change greatly
from one season to the next. Therefore a good quality metric should show con-
sistency between seasons. Second, a consistent ranking is useful because it sup-
ports predicting future performance in the next season from past performance
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in previous seasons. To assess consistency across seasons, we follow Pettigrew's
methodology [6]. (1) For each pair of successive seasons, for each player who
plays in both seasons, list the player score in each season. (2) Compute the cor-
relation between players' impact score in season t and the score in season t+ 1.
Table 4 shows the season-to-season correlation for the goal impact scores and
related measures. Goal impact as defined by the Markov game model is well cor-
related across seasons, r = 0.71. The trend line in the scatter plot of Figure 2
(right) shows the correlation graphically. In contrast, the traditional +/- score
varies across seasons, r = 0.345. Table 4 also shows cross-season correlations for
a number of adjusted goal impact (GI) metrics: goal season impact per total
games played in season (similar to [6]), impact per minutes played, and impact
per actions taken. All of the adjusted metrics are substantially less consistent
than the summed goal impact metric.
An interesting computation for future work would be to focus the correla-
tions on players who change teams. We would predict that Goal Impact remains
consistent across seasons for such players, as it reflects their individual achieve-
ment, whereas goal-based scores like +/- and points depend heavily on a player's
teammates and should therefore be less consistent when players change teams.3
Table 4: Season-to-Season Correlations for Different Player Performance Metrics.
Goal Impact PlusMinus GI/Games GI/Actions GI/TimePlayed
0.703 0.345 0.508 0.141 0.325
7 Conclusion
We have described a Markov Game Model for a massive set of NHL play-by-play
events with a rich state space. Compared to previous work that assigns a single
value to actions, the model's action-value Q-function incorporates two powerful
sources of information for valuing hockey actions: (1) It takes into account the
context of the action, represented by the Markov Game state. (2) It models
the medium-term impact of an action by propagating its effect to future states.
We applied our model to evaluate the performance of players in terms of their
actions' total impact. We showed that players' goal impact values are consistent
and hence predictable across seasons. In sum, the Q-function is a powerful AI
concept that captures much information about hockey dynamics as the game is
played in the NHL. While player ranking is one important application for hockey
analytics, we expect that the Q-function concept will facilitate many others.
3 We are indebted to an anonymous workshop reviewer for this suggestion.
10 Learning a Q-function for the NHL
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Abstract. A lot of money is involved with the transfers of top players in
the big European football leagues. For various reasons, obtaining a good
economic valuation of football players throughout the year is valuable,
in other words, not just when a player has just transferred. Furthermore,
it is relevant to consider how the market value of a player relates to
the performance of that player. Both these factors again depend on the
various parameters of the player, that might be gleaned from various
public sources on the web. In this paper, we demonstrate how market
value and performance of La Liga (the Spanish League) players can be
modeled using extensive public data sources.
1 Introduction
The transfer fees of football players are getting higher and higher each year. The
UEFA Financial Fair Play Regulations [1] were recently implemented, in order
to prevent professional football clubs from getting into financial problems by
spending more than they earn, which might threaten their long-term survival.
This will definitely affect the behaviour of clubs in the transfer market. Besides,
right-valued players are not only very critical to the development of the team,
but also essential to the agents and players themselves.
Consider the problem of economic valuation of football players. Most likely,
the closest we can get to the real market value is the transfer fee of the player.
This valuation is missing for most of the players, because players are not always
moving from one club to another during transfer seasons. Furthermore, research-
ing the market value individually for each football player can be quite hard work.
We decided to approach this challenge by applying data-driven modeling tech-
niques to attempt a proper valuation of football players.
Football is a team sport, thus it is quite hard to judge an individual foot-
ball player’s performance. Different people have different opinions on a player’s
performance. The responsibilities of each position are different, which leads to
performance indicators also being different by position. We took the votes on
“Who is the best player of this year?” by football experts [6] as the closest to
represent the football players’ performance. However, only top players are in the
voting list. We have applied the same methods as for the real market value to
get the performance indicators by positions. There is the fact that the forward
players are more visible to the audience than other positions. Simply because
football is goal-oriented, the forward players are overrepresented when it comes
to voting. Therefore, voting is most representative for the performance of forward
players.
The goal of this research is to find the relationship between market value
and the performance of players. In this paper, we develop regression models to
predict the real market value and assess a player’s performance. A fair market
would assign a higher market value to a player with high performance. After
we got the player’s market value and his performance indicators, we look at the
relation between the two.
2 Data Source Description
For this research, we required data containing a player’s basic information (name,
team, age, height, weight, . . . ), market information (transfer fee, former team,
duration of the contract, when the player joined the team, . . . ) and performance
information (on pitch time, actions at the ball, fouls, scores).
After an extensive online search and browsing related work [7, 8], we have
found the following useful public data sources from which we got our datasets:
Transfer Market [3], WhoScored [4], European Football Database [5] and Garter
[6]. Due to time constraints of this study, we gathered and prepared data only
for the Spanish League La Liga, for the first half3 of season 2014/2015. Notice
the difficulty to access and combine free football data. Firstly, due to its very
high commercial value. Secondly, because combining the multiple sources is a
record linkage problem. Due to space constraints, we left the record linkage task
out of this paper.
The market data are from Transfer Market, which is a website to discuss and
learn the latest news from the world of football. There is transfer news, rumors
and also statistics on the market value, for example the length of contract, the
former clubs. As for the real market value, we decide that the closest we can
have to a real market value of a player is his transfer fee at the moment he is
transferred from one club to another. This data was gathered from the European
Football Database [5], which is a web database that presents all transfer news in
tabular form, by league. It includes basic information of the transferred player
and relevant clubs in the transfer.
The performance of the players data were collected from the website WhoScored
[4], which has detailed statistics for the top 5 leagues in Europe accumulated
at different scales (powered by OPTA). Details of the offensive, defensive, and
pass data have been collected from this website. We have chosen performance
data accumulated by every 90 minutes, because it is a normalized version of this
data, making it comparable across players. As real performance assessment in-
dicator, we considered the votes organized by media group the Guardian, which
gathers all the relevant information (name, team, the total votes of player, etc.).
The voters consist of football experts, sports journalist and the football players
themselves. There are 73 judges from 28 nations voting and the more votes a
football player gets, the better performance we consider the player to have.
3 With one transfer window passed.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between real and proxy variables for market value and performance
assessment of football players.
3 Market Value and Performance
In the previous section, we presented the real market value and performance
indicators of players. But there is a common problem for both these variables.
We have 381 players in La Liga, but not every player has been transferred this
season and only some players will be on the candidate list of the voting. There
are only 37 players who transferred this season and only 40 people in the voting
list.
However, proxy variables for both the market value and performance have
been collected. For all the players, we have a Market Value estimation from
Transfer Market and a Rating from WhoScored. Market value is based on an
algorithm built by Transfer Market to estimate the transfer fee if the players
were transferred during the present season and is adjusted every year. Ratings
are calculated based on WhoScored’s algorithm, using OPTA’s statistics and
are updated during each game. The Rating variable is scaled from 0-10 where
10 indicates best. Both these algorithms are not public so we decided to collect
and compared them the closest we could find about these variables [5, 6] (see
Section 2).
The first step of our study was to find the relationship between proxy and
real values. In Figure 1, we present the Q-Q plots crossing real and proxy values
for market value and performance, for those cases where both values are avail-
able. The economical valuation of Transfer Market seems to match the prices
paid for the transferred players. As for performance, the relation between real
and proxy values appears to be non-linear but still monotonically increasing.
Afterwards, we applied learning algorithms to a merged dataset containing all
data sources, where proxy variables are put together with other variables as
independent variables and the real variables are our target variables.
For each of our two targets, we included only those players in the training
set for which the actual values were available. I.e., for Market Value we included
the 37 players who actually transferred in that year, and for Performance we
(a) Regression Tree using market value
from WhoScored to model transfer fee.
(b) Without using market value from
WhoScored to model transfer fee.
Fig. 2. Comparison between real and proxy variables for market value and performance
assessment of football players.
included the the 40 players that were nominated. The datasets used have 100 and
84 variables, respectively. This is because the performance-related variables were
included to model the Market Value, but not the other way around. The rationale
behind this decision is that performance cannot be influenced by economical
variables.
Problem Statement Our main task is to find good regression models for both
Market Value and Performance. More formally, we assume a wide dataset with
both performance and/or economic related variables, as well as an evaluation
function (R2) that can evaluate the quality of the model, with respect to the
target variables (real Market Value and Performance). The task is to find good
models such that:
– The score of R2 is high, where 0 ≤ R2 ≤ 1.
– The complexity of the model (number of variables) is low.
– The models are interpretable for further analysis.
3.1 LASSO regression
The datasets for estimating Market Value and Performance have both numeric
and nominal variables. Most of the regression algorithms cannot deal with non-
numeric variables, but regression trees can [15]. As an example, we trained a
regression tree to estimate the real Market value. Both team and nationality
were chosen (see Figure 2). The disadvantage of these trees is that the results
are too general. Their ability to extract linear combinations of features is very
poor. According to the result of the regression tree, the nominal variables do not
play a large role in the result.
If we consider the subset of our dataset for which we have the real values
of Performance and Market Value, there are more variables than observations.
This makes it impossible to apply least squared methods [14] and avoiding over-
fitting becomes a real challenge. Moreover, there are variables that are correlated.
Fig. 3. LASSO regression for real market value prediction.
LASSO is a well-known regression technique for these cases [9]. It is able to
perform variable selection in the linear model and it can have better accuracy
than linear regression in a variety of scenarios, depending on the choice of lambda
(λ). As λ increases, more coefficients will be zero which means fewer variables
are selected and more shrinkage is employed among the non-zero coefficients.
With a bound on the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients, it minimizes
the usual sum of squared errors.
In the R package Glmnet [10], the algorithm uses cyclical coordinate descent
in a path-wise fashion. Using cross-validation (CV), a suitable value for λ can
be chosen. Glmnet proposes two significant λs. The λmin option refers to value
of λ at the lowest CV error. Sometimes λmin might cause over-fitting, because
the error at this value is the average of the errors over the k folds. The sec-
ond option offered by Glmnet is to use λ1se. This λ ensures the largest pruning
of variables while keeping the minimum standard error, thus creating simpler
models. The most suitable threshold is normally between λmin and λ1se. Af-
ter choosing the right λ, the coefficients can be obtained with that λ and the
unknown observations calculated.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Real Market Value
There are negative values for the predicted real market value when we using
λmin as threshold. Clearly, it goes against common sense when you pay money
for selling your players. However, λ1se is too restrictive by only introducing one
variable.
According to Figure 3.1, the mean-squared error will be smaller when lambda
is bigger. By taking all these issues into consideration, the criterion for λ is:
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Fig. 4. Relation between market value and performance assessments.
min(λmin − λ) provided that all the predicted market values are non-negative.
Based on the above criterion, we decided for λ = 3247.0. It is the closest model
to the best which would never cause negative market values. It is indicated by
the vertical red line in Figure 3.1. It is in the interval of the best model and
simple model. The model is:
Mˆ = 231.26 + 0.89 ·Market.value+ 2723.26 ·Assists
4.2 Performance Indicators for Forward Players
There are significant differences in performance between positions. It has been
suggested [13], that there are key characteristics needed to play in certain po-
sitions within soccer. The data on market value has classified positions into 12
categories, which is too specific. Especially, most players have played in more
than one position. In addition, the whole pool of our data is very small. If we
made 12 subgroups, it would be too small for each subgroup. Therefore, we have
used the categories suggested by [12]. They undertook a technical analysis of
playing positions within elite level international soccer at the European Cham-
pionships 2004. Players were classified by position into goalkeepers, defenders,
midfielders or strikers.
In addition, we have used the t-test to test whether there are significant dif-
ferences between positions when it comes to market value. When considering the
market value between the four categories, p = 0.001 which indicates a very sig-
nificant difference between the four positions. Furthermore, when comparing the
market value between specific sub-categories within each group (e.g. comparing
various types of defenders amongst each other), we get p-values above 0.8, which
suggest it makes sense to group such very similar sub-categories. Hence, also
from a market value perspective, the four categories are justified.
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Fig. 5. Relation between market value and players characteristics and career.
We attempted modelling the performance over the entire set of players, but
failed to find satisfactory results, due to the variance of performance per posi-
tions. Focusing on the forward players specifically, it becomes possible to model
their performance. Forward players play an important role in the valuation of
players. Although they only represent 30% of all players, they appear as winners
of the FIFA World Player of the Year (since a few years called the Ballon d’Or)
in 17 out of 24 years. No goalkeeper has ever won the prize.
In this case, we use LASSO to train the forward players. Five-fold cross
validation was used. The threshold is λmin. The KPIs for forward players have
been selected as follows. A good player should have few Fouls (F ). Shots and
Goals in Penalty area (SP&GP ) are a big plus for player performance. Shots
on Target (ST ), Goals from out of Box (GB), Dribble successfully (D), Assists
total (A) also contribute to the final results. The model for forward players now
is:
Pˆ = 0.28−0.073·F+0.06·SP+0.04·ST+0.02·GP+0.05·GB+0.02·D+0.08·A
4.3 Market Value vs Performance
Since we have predictions for the market value and performance assessments of
players, the relation between the two can be studied. The over-all trend of market
value follows the trend of performance. The better performance, the higher the
market value will be (Fig. 4). There seems to be a ceiling for market value,
where the top performing players have similar market values and very different
performance ratings.
For the transferred players, we calculated the difference between the real mar-
ket value and the estimated market value based on performance, ∆ = ln(M)−
ln(Mˆ). The smaller ∆ is, the more proper market value for the players is ac-
cording to his performance. We also considered that if ∆ > 0.3 the player is
over-valued and if ∆ < −0.3, the player is under-valued. In general, the major-
ity of over-valued players are also high-performance. This might be due to the
marketing value of high-performance players. Normally, high-performance play-
ers also bring revenues to the clubs in terms of publicity and merchandise sales.
This market variables are not incorporated in our model.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have built a model to value economically all the players of La Liga. Further-
more, the method could be applied to other leagues. As for the performance,
the operational model for now applies only to forward players. We believe this
could be extended to other positions if a unique model is created for perfor-
mance across different leagues. As part of future work we would like to scale up
the project to all European leagues.
Even considering covering all leagues, this project will keep on dealing with
incomplete data because not all players are valued every year (by being trans-
ferred), neither are all players’ performance evaluated by the voting system. In
the future, we would like to consider semi-supervised methods to solve the tasks
of Performance and Market Value estimation.
Finally, the voting system to access performance is biased towards forward
players and good players. We would like to explore other data mining techniques
that account for this problem, such that we could create an Elo Rating model
alike for performance of football players, across positions and leagues.
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Estimating the Maximal Speed of Soccer
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Abstract. Excellent physical performance of soccer players is in-
evitable for the success of a team. Despite of this, a large-scale,
quantitative analysis of the maximal speed of the players is missing
due to the sensitive nature of trajectory datasets. We propose a
novel method to derive the in-game speed profile of soccer players
from event-based datasets, which are widely accessible. We show
that eight games are enough to derive an accurate speed profile. We
also reveal team level discrepancies: to estimate the maximal speed
of the players of some teams 50% more games may be necessary.
The speed characteristics of the players provide valuable insights for
domains such as player scouting.
